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ONE DOLLAR A YEAR
Arias.
HOI HINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY KENTUCKY FRIDAY MAY 6 loi).1
All the news that's fit to print.
VOLUME XXXTV, NO. 30
OR, WILLIAM G. WHEELER DIES
I SEEM OF HEART FAILURE
Passed Away In Bed This Morning at His Farm In South
Christian.—Sketch of His Carcier.—No Funeral
Arrangements Have Been Made.
- I
IC) '1,4006110Art 4' ir 4 •"(From Thursday's Daily.) 
0Z911 
Dr. William G. Wheeler died sud-
denly this morning at his farm in
South Christian.
The was telephoned to the
city at noon and came as a shock to
all his friends. He had not been well
for several days, and had suffered for
some time with a heart trouble, but
no one felt apprehensive regarding
his condition.
His physician, Dr. Amain Bell,
visited him this morning about nine
o'clock, and, at his advice, Dr.
Wheeler remained in bed. About
11:30 o'clock a sudden Leart attack
mulled death. No one was in the
residence at the time but the ser-
vants. Dr. Wheeler's venerable
mother, Mrs. Elizabeth Wheeler,and
his sister were on their way from Pa-
ducah to visit him,and will not learn
of his death until they arrive
this afternoon.
Dr. Wheeler was born on October
28, 1841, in Talledge county, Ala-
bama, and was a son of Dr. James'
and Mrs. Elizabeth WatkinaWheel-
er. His father was a native of Lon-
don, England, and was educated at
Oxford college. He came to Chris-
tian county over sixty years ago. He
was a scholarly and hospitable man
and his home was the resort of
)many of the distinguised men of the
e'er
lanuth.Dr. W. G. Wheeler was ed-
ucated at the University of Vir-
ginia. His study of medicine was
interrupted by the Cl vil war
I
and on Oct. 8, 1862 he enlisted as a
Confederate private in Co. H, 1st
Kentucky cavalry regiment. He
soon was promoted to be captain in
the signai service corps, serving un-
der Gee. Kirby Smith and Gen. John
C. Breokinridge. He was in the
battles of Winchester, Tenn., Mur-
freesbbro, Tenn., Perryville, Ky.,
and Richmond, Ky. In Dec. 1864,
he returned to Kentucky on a fur-
lough and was oaptured by the troops
of Gen. Eli Murray. He escaped to
Canada iktici remained there until
June 1865iwhen he returned to Ken-
tucky an4 was paroled at Bowling
Green.
He devoted much of his time to
farming but for years was in the
tobacco commission business in this
city and Was closely identified with
Hopkinsville's Interests.
He wasia brilliant conversational-
its, genial and accomplished. Dr.
Wheeler was a public-spirited citi-
zen, hospitable and liberal with his
means forthe public good. Besides
his aged mother he leaves a daughter,
Mrs. John D. Elliott, of Owensboro,
and to them the sympathy of the
communitv is extended in their grief.
Dr. Wheeler- was a brother of form-
er Congressman Charles K. Wheeler,
of Paducah, who Las been notified by
wire of the death. Mrs. Elliott was
telephoned the sad news and will
leave at once for Hopkinsville. Fu-
neral arrangements have not been
made.
WANTED--One reli- Mrs. Mule P'Pool, of Cerulean,
able lady or gentle- was in the1city shopping today.
man agent in each Miss Madge Terry, of Adairville, is
postofiice district in visiting Miss Mary Jessie Brownell.
Christian and Trigg Mrs. T. G. Yates and children will
counties. Address for leave tomorrow for Pensacola, Fla,
further information, to join '.)r. Yates. They will reside
HentucKy New Era, ; there in the future.
KT. Master Lee Douglas Metcalfe ac-t! opKinsville.
w2t companied by his aunt, Mrs. Wil-
liam Robert Nance, nee Miss Francis
! Barr, of Owensboro, is spending a
Notes About People few days with his father, J. J. Met-
calf, and aunt, Mrs. Philip P. Huff-
man.(From Thursday's Daily.):
Congressman A. 0. Stanley will
arrive in the city this afternoon to
attend the meeting of the Athenaeum
tonight as a guest of Mayor Henry.
Miss Grace McCall, of Vittonia,
Canada, who has been the guest of
Mrs. Katherine Russell, left this
morning for Bowling Green to visit
Mrs. McQuown.
Mrs. N. B. Edmunds and daughter,
Mrs. Douglas Bell, left this morning
fbr Culpepper county, Virginia, to
visit relatives.
'11  Audge Thomas P. Cook will arrive
dits afternoon to attend the Athe-
• Dalurfl banquet.
i President and Mrs. William H.
'Harrison, of Bethel college, Russell-
ville, are in the city to attend the
Athenreum banquet this evening.
Mrs. Frank Buckner and daughter,
Miss Agnie Buckner, of Clarksville,
I are visiting the family of Mr. Up-
shaw Buckner on South Virginia St.
From Wednesday's Daily.
',ere
Mr. Q,. A. Elliott, of Lafayette,
g spent toda, here.4
Miss Della Coombs is visiting in
Sebree.
Mrs. Alex Rosenfeld, of Atlanta,
Ga., will arrive Saturday for a visit
of several weeks to her father, Mr.
Joe Frankel.
Mr. P. C. Clardy and Miss Teanie
Clardy, of Howell, were in the city
1 
today.
Mn. J. A. Martin, who has been
visiting relatives at Lafayette, passed
through the city. today en route to
Nor borne at Columbus, Tenn.
Squire Alex Campbell and daugh-
ter, have gone to Elmo, for a week's
visit.
•111 • 
DOPE FOR THE FANS
Warner, Of Henderson, is here and
wants to sign with the local team.
He will likely be given a trial if he
secured his release from Henderson.
He is a tiara-working, heady player
and would greatly strengthen the
team.
Shelly, the Louisville shortstop,
has reported.
Douttiel, a left hand pitcher sign-
ed a few days ago by the Hopkins-
ville management, reported today.
Managing Captain Armstrong
knows the game thoroughly and his
flue work on some of the rather raw
material is already beginning to tell.
Pitcher Marschbank, Catcher Graff
and fielder Thcmpson were released
last night.
CIRCUS COMING.
Sells & Downs' circus iitgive two
hibitions in Hopkinsville on the
second of June.
GREAT
BATTLE
FOUGHT.
Reported That Japan Lost 10,000 and Rus-
sia 7,000 Men and That MiKado's
Troops Retreated In Disorder.
LONDON, Eng., May 5.— (Cablegram.)—St. Petersburg sources report
another terrific battle on Yalu river at Kulien Cheng.
The Japaneee lost 10,000 men.
The Russian loss was 7,000.
The Japanese fled in disorder.
PROGRAM FOR FARMERS' INSTITUTE
TO BE HELD NEXT WEEK AT PEMBROKE
Subjects of Interest to be Discussed.—Prominent Speak-
ers Are on the List.
The program of the Farmers' In- I Prof. H. Garman, state entomolo-
stitute, to be held at Pembroke, gist.
Christian county, May 12 and 13, un- 1 By What Method, if any, can we
der the auspices of the State Bureau 'free ourselves from the Tobacco
of Agriculture, and Pembroke Far-
mers' Club and Church Hill Grange,
follows:
Trust?-11e n. A. 0. Stanley and M.
C. Forbes.
Baby Beef Making—Joseph Wing,
Address of Welcome—Rev. A. D. Mechanicsburg, 0.
Leitchfield. Orchard and Fruit Culture—G. N.
Response—Hubert \ reeland, corn- MeGrew, Livingston county, Ky.
missioner of agriculture. Fruit Pests—Prof. H. Garman.
Hay Harvesting—W. H. Adams, The State Agricultural Department/J. R. Caudle, R. F. Rives, T. J. Mc- —R. C. Crenshaw, Asst. Comm'r ofReynolds, W. A. Radford and Jeff Aer.
J. Garrott.
The Commercial Side of Farming—
Jos. E. Wing, M. B. King and Chas.
E. Barker.
The Organization of Farmers—M.
W. Neal, state lecturer and organ-
izer bureau of agriculture, labor and
statistics.
Clover and Alfalfa for Kentucky—
Pedigreed Corn—Prof. J. N. Har-
per, A. & M. college, Lexington, Ky.
Note —All subjects are open for
general discussion. Lecturers are re-
quested to carefully prepare their pa-
pers in order that they may be pub-
lished for dissemination over the
state.
lita. T.
COOPER
&
RED FRONT GROCERY.
Phone 116.
S20,000,000 CONCERN OUSTED FOR
THING TO STOP COMPETITION.
Cumberland Telephone and, Tele-
graph Co. into the bands of a receiv-
er and ruled that the corporation be
ousted from the state. Later in the
day he amended his decree, stating
that, for satisfactory reasons, he
would decline to appoint the receiv-
er.
The company has an authorized
capital of ;20,000,000 and about twelve
million is outstanding.
1It controls the telephone situation THE COURT HOLDS THAT THE DE—
in the South by reason of its relation PENDANT HAS ASSUMED TO EXER-
to the Bell telephone company, and CISE POWERS AND AUTHORITY NOT
has lines radiating into Southern Ii- CONFERRED UPON IT BY THE LAWS
linois and Indiana. OF THE STATE OF TENNESSEE AND
The action grows out of an effort HAS FORFEITED ITS RIGHT TO EXER-
on the part of the state by relation, CISE ANY CORPORATE FRANCHISE
ar.d at the instance of an Independ- OR POWER IN THE STATE OF TENNES-
ent telephone company at Columbia, SEE, AND ORDERS THAT DEFENDANT
Tenn., to declare a forfeiture of the BE OUSTED FROM THE FURTHER EX—
charter of the defendant company ERCISE OF ANY SUCH POWER OR
upon the ground that it is violated FRANCHISE IN THE STATE AND THAT
the statutes in its attempts to sup-I ITS BUSINESS BE CLOSED AND WOUND
press competition.
It is charged in the bill that the
defendant company leased to one of
its officers or 'directors the local ex-
change in those towns in which it
was confronted with competition,
and that it immediately proceeded
to break down its rivals by reducing
the rates below a paying basis. This
resulted in the death or absorption
of the smaller concerns and the rates
were restored as soon as competition
Cumberland Company, That Controls Telephone Busi-
ness In South, Is Ordered to Leave the State
By a Tennessee Judge.
NASAVILLE, Tenn., May 2.—lwas stifled.
Chancellor Allison today ordered the The court held that the statutes
forbids the acquisition by one tele-
phone company of another company
or exchange in such manner as was
employed by the defendant and that
they are quasi-public carriers, and
therefore, amendable or subject to
and controlled by the whole statutory
law of the state, applicable to rail-'
road and telephone companies, and
cannot, therefore exercise and claim
rights and powers which are denied
to railroads.
UP. THE CLERK AND MASTER WILL
BE APPOINTED RECEIVER TO TAKE
CHARGE AND SETTLE UP THE BUSI-
NESS OF THE DEFENDANT.
The defendants have prayed an
appeal to vacate the ouster and re-
ceivership.
The Hopkinsville Home Telephone
Co. bought and paid for the only
legal franchise ( with stipulated rates
named) for operating a telephone
exchange in the city of Hopkinsville.
d&wlt
NSZZ4tit%
Seq Our
New Line of
Ko)
..Pleasant Events.
(From Thursday's Daily.)
The second anniversary of the in-
stitution of the Athenaeum will be
celebrated with a banquet at Hotel
Latham tonight. The dining hall
will be opened to the club members
and their guests at 8:30 o'clock.
There will be between sixty and sev-
enty covers. After the dinner, ad-
dresses will be made as follows:
The Queen of Hearts 
Judge W. T. Fowler
Things Worth While 
 
 Rev. Dr. W. L. Nourse
Such Stuff as Dreams 
Mr. Ira L. Smith
Young America, Judge J. T. Han bery
The Reading Habit.......
..... ...The Hon. J. W. Downer
Adam and Eve. Mr. C. M. Meacham
Mr. T. C. Underwood, president of
the society, will act as toastmaster.
One of the most delightful of the
many social sessions the Elks have
held took place last night in the club
rooms from 11 to 12 o'clock. It was
given in honor of the twelve mem-
bers of the order who are with
Faust's Minstrel company. About
100 persons enjoyed the event. Mr.
John Feland presided and :talented
members of the trorpe were the en-
tertainers. There were songs, paro-
dies, burlesques, monologues and
various stunts. An excellent pro-
gram, lasting an hour, was:given.
41 am le.
Moot Court.
The moot court, in which general
Interest is being manifested, will
take place on the evening of Friday,
May 18. It promises to be a moot in-
teresting occasion.
-4.1110 •0-
uggies,
Surries,
Pheetons,
Driving Wagons,
Etc.
We have the best top bug=
gy in the country for $37.50
--see it. Guaranteed for one
year.
F1 Ai .YOST & COI
207, S. Main Street.
Harness and Saddlery.
4,t•
GREATEST EXPOSITION IN HISTORYOF THE WORLD OPENED SATURDAY.
Exercises, In Consonance With Methods of Those In Charge, Were Simple But Impressive.++++++f±++++++++++++++++++±f±±+±±++++++±+f++++++
SEASON OF SEVEN MONTHS IS STARTED
(Special to New Era.)
ST. LOUIS, Mo.. April 30.—Presi-
dent Roosevelt touched an electric
button in Washington today. As he
did so the report of a cannon was
heard here by the expectant multi-
tude, flags unfurled as if by magic,
an avalanche of water poured down
the cascades, the great engines in the
machinery palace and pcwer houses
started throbbing—and the Louisi-
ana Purchase Exposition was open
to the public.
The opening ceremonies were so
simple and so plain that they were
Ir. perfect harmony with the meth-
ods of President Francis and his effi-
cient aids, but they were at the same
time very impressive, and made a fit-
ting prelude to one of the most mem-
orable events in American history.
The dedication ceremonies, a year
ago, were attended by a military pa-
geant that was signiflcent of the na-
DIES IN VIRGINIA
VENERABLE MOTHER OF
MRS. NASH SUMMONED.
(From Friday's Daily.)
Rev. Charles Harris Nash received
a telegram last night from! his son,
Charles H. Nash, Jr., who is visiting
in Virginia, etatIng that Mrs. John
R. Cbambliss died sudden1 of apo-
TRIAL AT BENTON
The case of Sheriff Holland, of Cal-
loway county, on the:charge of mur-
der, will be tried in Marshall coun-
ty, beginning June 27, with Judge
Eli H. Brown, of Owensboro, sitting
as special judge, says the Cadiz Rec-
ord.
Worlds fali•lao+
f+++++
tion's prowess, and after the baptism
of arms comes the sweet presence of
art and science and the opening day
was marked ty the absence of sol-
diery in uniform.
The place of rendezvous was the
groat plaza to the north of the grand
Basin and in the shadow of the im-
posing Loilisana Purchase monu-
ment. At 9 o'clock the board of di-
rectors of the fair, the members of
the national commission, the board
; of lady managers and other officials
met in the administration building,
where there was an interesting little
ceremony as a prelude to the more
important events of the day. This
consisted of the presentation to Pre-
sident Francis of a gravel with
which to call to order the assemblage
advantages of the present, and in
spire hope for the future—the past,
the present, the future of America
and the whole world. Loud and
contieuous cheering followed the
conclusion of President Francis' re-
marks, and the band struck up "The
Star-Spangled Banner" amid tumul-
tuous cheering and waving of hats
and handkerchiefs.
William H. Thompson, chairman
of the committee on grounds add
buildings, stepped to the front of the
speaker's stand and introduced Isaac
L. Taylor,director of works. An ova-
tion was tendered to Mr. Taylor,who
had managed a great part of the huge
task of preparing the exposition and
hai done many that only a great
man of remarkable versatility can
of notables. The gravel was made perform. He said that he had work-
of many pieces of wood taken from ed many months on his speech, and
many trees grown in the Forest Park that in delivering it he would deliv-
portion of the exposition ground. er the keys of the building to Presi-
President Francis and his party dent Francis, which he did. The
were escorted from the administra-
tion building to the scenes of the
day's ceremonies, where th.-iy were
joined by the foreign commissioners,
who had assembled earlier at the
British.Pravilion ; and the zovernors
of states and state commissions and
oomtnittees who had rounded up at
the Unitsd States government build-
transfer of the exhibit palaces to F.
J. V. Skiff, director of exhibits, was
then made. Mr. Skiff delivered a
brief address and was accorded a
rousing reception that testified the
people's appreciation for his invalu-
able work in making the exposition
a success.
Addresses followed by Thomas H.
Keitucky BuildTn8
Drumorr
mug. Secretary Taft, as the repre-1
sentative of President Roosevelt,
was escorted to the grounds by a
military guard, and proper escorts
were furnished also to the members
of congress and other specially la-
vited guests.
Promptly at half-past ten the ex-
ercises of the day began. There was
"Do It Today." !little formality, hardly any display
The time-worn injunction, "never to attract the seekers of the pictures-put off 'til tomorrow what you can I que, and still the program was car-do today," is now generally present-
ed in this form: "Do it today!" That ,
Is the terse advice we want to give manner in all ways appropriate.you about that hacking cough or de- !plexy at the home of her *on, Mr. moralizing cold with which you have , The ceremonies were opened with anbeen struggling for several days, invocation by the Rev. Frank W.W. H. Chambliss, at Duriind, Vir- perhaps weeks. Take some reliable
eginia, yesterday. The funeral ser- remedy for it today•—and let that Gunsaulus of Chicago. TI invoca-
remedy be Dr. Boschee's German tion was followed by the readeringvices and interment will take place Syrup, which has been in use for 'Saturday at Einporia, Virgria. over thirty-five years. A few doses of "America" by the bands, and an
The deceased was the niother of
Mrs. Nash, and a noble Ohristian
woman. She was well knc4vn here,
having made her home *ith her
iidaughter in this city for ab ut four
years. She was about seve ty yearsi
old. On account of the dist/knee and
poor connections none of tile rela-
tives will be able to attend the
funeral.
 wimine-Amoss
Nothing has ever equalled i
Nothing can ever surpa,ss it.
Dr. king's
New Discovery
For DWITAPTs joN wpm.OLDS
A Perfect For All Throat and
Cure: Lung Troubles.
No bait it It falls. Trial flotilla Sara
4-
of it will undoubtedly relieve your address by the Hon. D. R. Francis,cough or cold, and its continued use
for a few days will cure you corn- president of the exposition. Presi-
pletely. No matter how deep-seated dent Francis was given a great ova-your cough, even if dread consump-
tion has attacked your lungs, Ger_ tion. In a brief address, he reviewed
man Syrup will surely effect a cure— the history of the exposition enter-as it has done before in thousandsof
apparently hopeless Cases of lung prise from its inception to the su-
trouble. New trial bottles, 26; regu- preme moment now at hand, eulo-lar size, 75c. At all druggists.
gizing the work of his colleagues and
Pollard-Cranor.
(From Saturday's Daily)
praising the public spirit of citizens
of St. Louis in general. He set forth
the objects of the exposition to be to
1 License was issued today for the commemorate the past, present themarriage of Mr. B. T. Pollard, ofPod, and Miss Raphael B. Cranor, of.
Crofton. The ceremony will be pro-
nounced tomorrow by Rev. P. P.
Oladdish.
s--
G'sh dc Garner's Wild Goose Lin 1'
meat cures rheumatism and neural
gia—TOUCH ES THE S P 0 T—a
druggists. deochtw
Boars tits The Kind You Have Always Bought
Weston
of
Carter, president of the national com-
mission; E. H. Harriman, speaking
on behalf of domestic exhibitors, and
by representatives of the congress-
ional and other committees that have
had much to do with the affairs of
the enterprise.
As Secretary Taft stopped forward
to deliver the oration of the day the
volume of applause shook the very
firmament, and it was at once seen
that the multitude regarded the sec-
retary of war as the central figure of
the day's exercises. Secretary Taft's
address was brief and very charac-
teristic of the man. who is known to
be as modest as he is able.
Next President Francis flashed a
despatch to President Roosevelt,
who touched the button and the fair
was on.
The band played, every one shook
hands with his neghbor, with the
notable present, and fairly mobbed
President Francis and the other offi-
cials and directors who had made
the scene possible. Those who lin-
gered about the speaker's stand
heard read the telegrams of congrat-
ulations exchanged between Presi-
dent Roosevelt and President Fran_
AGRICULTURAL BUILDING.
1111116"1111116.0 1601011004111 64011ftigillfekilitilmilwa.
fr
-
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than Dec, 15th 
From April 25th, to Nov. 30th,
limited to 10 days from
date of sale •• $ 9.66All tickets will be limited to con-tinuous passage in both directions.
E. M. Sherwood, Agent.
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure
Digests what you eats
MRS. DANIEL MANNING, PRESIDENT WORLD'S FAIR BOARD
OF LADY MANAGERS.
Mrs. Daniel Manning, president of the St. Louis world's fair board of lady managers,is the widow of Daniel Manning, of Albany, N. Y.. secretary of the treasury during aportion of President Cleveland's first term. Mrs. Manning has long been prominent inthe woman's club life of America and has served as president general of the Daughters ofthe American Itevolntion.
cis. The majority of the multitude,
however, were up and gone, eager to
see what the great exposition looked
like now that it was really an accom-
plished fact.
Following the conclusion of the
opening ceremonies the denizens of
"The Pike" had their "innings."
There was a parade of all nations
just to make known the fact that the
great amusement feature of the ex-
position was open to the world and
prepared to furnish the entertain-
ment to all c( mers for the next six
months. Every elites) was repre-
sented in the picturesqae pageant
that wound about the exposition
grounds, starting from the Adminis-
tration plaza and marching and
countermarching through the prin-
cipal avenues of the Ivory City.
Japanese and Cossacks walked side
by side and subjects of the Shah
hobnobbed with denizens of the land
of the white eleW;ant. There were
diminutive Filipinos and giant Pata-
gonians, buxom matrons from the
Alpine country and scantily clad
South Sea islanders, whose home is
near the equator. There were peo-
A. Y. FORD,
President of the Kentucky Exhibit
Association.
pie of all races, creeds and colors, to
say nothing as a magnificent display
of wild animals, lions that ride horse-
back, elephants that stand on their
heads and tigers, leopards and other
beasts whose habitat is the jungle of
India or Africa.
Cood Spirits.
Good spirits don't all come from Over-Wore( W !aicent.Kentucky. Their main source is theliver—and all the fine spirits ever You. kidneys.made in the Blue Grass state could
not remedy a bad liver or the hun- Unhealthy Kidneys Kaki Impure Blood.dred-and-one ill effects it produces.
You can't have good spirits and a badliver at the same time. Your liver
must be in fine condition if you wouldfeel buoyant, happy and hopeful,bright of eye, light of step, vigorous
and successful in your pursuits. You
can put your liver in fine condition
by using Green's August Flower—
the greatest of all medicines for the
liver and stomach and a certain cure
for dyspepsia or indigestion. It hasbeen a favorite household remedy forl
over thirty-five years. August Flow-
er will make your liver healthy and
active and thus insure you a liberal
supply of "good spirite." Trial size,
26c; regular bottles, The. At all drug
gists.
One Minute Cough Cure
War Couahs. Colds and Credo.
Worlds Fair Excursion Rates
Over the I. C.
On account of the Louisiana Pur-
chase Exposition, the Illinois Cen-
tral Railroad Company will sell
round trip tickets to St. Louis as fol-
lows:
From April 26th to November
15th, limited to Deo. 15...$12.26
From April 25th., to Nov. 30th.,
ciney trouble.
Kidney trouble causes quick or unsteadyleart h.t.ts, and makes one feel as thoughher h_d heart trouble, because the heart is
-ver-working in pumping thick, kidney-poil-oned blood through veins and arterien.It used to be considered that only urin•iiytroubles were to be traced to the kidneys,but now modern science proves that near:yail constitutional diseases have :heir begin-ling in Lidney trouble.
If you are siok make no mistakeOy first doctoring , ou: kidnr-vs
and the extraordinary effect o: -)r. Ki;mer'sSwamp-Root, the great kidney remedy issoon realized. It stands the highest for its
'wonderful cures of the mast •iistressing cases
and is sold on its mer::s
Dy all druggilc:.; in fifty-
cent and cn,t-dollar siz-
es. You may hav,.
All the Llood in your oody passes through
your kidneys once every thn. e..ntriu7es.
The kidneys are your
blood purifiers. they fli-
te- out the vlwe
impilrities in the chod.
If they are sick or ou:
order, they fail to dot
their work.
Pains, aches and rheu-
matism come from ex-
cess of uric acid in he
blood, due to neglected--,
sample bottle by :nail home of swamp-1t..--limited to 60 days from , tree, also pamphltet telling you how to finddate of saleobut not later out if you have kidney or bladder trouble.Mention this paper when writing Dr. KilmerN Co., Binghamton, N. Y.
Don't make any Mistake, tint re
member the name, Swamp
-Root, Dr.KtImer's Swamp-Root, and head-dress, Binghanyton, N. Y.,11Ih everybottle.
EST757%. I AL
*is the The KW You Haw AIN Birgit
afiastoz•I or
44,1 .
I.
commencement of the operations yet
' \ to come. Two hundred and seventy-
mines produced Penn sold ore to(,--
the local mills duringthe past twelve
months. Combined, these mines
would make a total length of under-
ground passages in excess of eighty:
mileg; let the reader pause for a mo-
ment and imagine a tunnel running
from his home to some point he calls
to mind nearly eighty miles away.
and passing the entire distance
through eolid granite. Thus one may
gain a Valor idea -f the energy, mus-
cle and money that have been ex-
peeciw i in the development of these
Mil:143e. Toe m De operators are
pleased with the results attained,
and at t.vitioitce of their SUCCOSR is
the fact ttiPir thet nearly all of the
leading co uplink++ are largely in
creasing their r..rritory, and extend
in.( thmit• ti .,1-rgroutiti devolopinerit.
Besides its ,ils, iv fainou4 inine4 in
active op ari .11, the Id .lio Springs
•
HopKirksville and
Christian County
Largely Interested In Mining at Ida-
ho Springs.
El .?orvenir, published at Denver,
Colorada, in a description of Idaho
Spriege says of the mining interests:
The mining district surrounding
Idaho Springs and tributary to it,
covers an area of about forty squarg
miles. Traversing this district are
four canons joining the main Cleat
Creek canon near the city. All oi
e smaller canons have good wag..
de leading out to the various
.fs and surrounding camps.
Down these eauon roads daily come
scores of wagors ioaded with ores
pouring a stream of wealth from the
SP mines into the mills, where com-
mences the process of recitiction into
gold and silver. Gold preilominatea
Mining days in the Idaho Springs
district, because of the wide distrib-
ution of the Mineral bearing veins,
which contains large and fairly con-
tinuous chutes of ore, of sufficient
value in their gold, silver, lead and
copper Contents to render their ex-
traction and reduction highly profit-
able. Adequate and substantial
equipment, a competent manage-
ment, and a reasonable working cap-
ital can force successful results in
this district; this fact is evidenced
by the continuous operation of many
of the mines for a period running
over forty years; by nearly one hun-
dred miles of underground workings,
the greater portion of which have
been made during the past ten years;
by the amount of capital which has
been so successfully invested in the
lamer mines, and by the stream of
INE MINE, LOCATED IN CENTER OF A GREAT GOLD FIELD
Experimental stage passed. No Jollier a prospect, but a shipping mine.
W. S. Cheatham, of Hopkinshille. Ky., assistant manager
of the mines and mill.
In the product of the Idaho Springs tore that pours daily, both winter and
'summer, into the mills for treatment.district. Recent years of activity in Continued prosperity is assured bythese mines have only served as a the construction of the many large
tunnels now being driven, which in-
'sure to the operator superior trans.
.portation facilities, coupled with
icheap drahage and perfect ventila-
ition---three elements highly desira-
ible in mining work. The more prom-
anent are the Newhouse, the Miami,
!the Lamartine and the two Big Five
tunnels.
The longest of these is the New-
house, now over 13.000 feet into and
2000, feet under Seaton and Pewabie
mountain. This tunnel is being stea-
dily and rapidly driven into Gilpin
eounty, the oldest gold field in the
Boelty Mountains and will intersect
hnndreds of veins at a depth of over
$,000 feet below surface. It has al-
ready demonstrated that profitable
ore bodies exist in many ef the vein4
of Seaton mountain cut at this great
depth. Several mining companies
a e operoting their veins through
this tunnel, and these afford employ-
ment to nundreds of miners and put
out thousands of tons of ore.
' Less prominent, but destined to be
AtillOF MILL, IDAHO SPRINGS.
district offers a wide and profitable
f field for further development of veins
of which little is as yet known, but
whose prospective chances are equal
to the best./ One striking feature, not overlook-
ed by those seeking investment in
, Colorado gold fields, is the fact that
there is no "boom" or wild excite-
ment here, the mines having been
profitably operated for years, there-,
by tieruring a steady growth in pop-
ulation and a general prosperity for
the district. The result of this growth
has been a natural tendency to price
'properties no higher than their realiworth. Another in/portant point isthe wide distribution of the mineralwealth; inaiesd of dePosits being
coofined to a small spacesof ground,
'ontrolled by two or three large
lines, it is noticeable that nearly
different mines, widely sepsrat-
ntribute to.the tonnage of ore
support this industrious corn-
k
ty.
immense benefit to the district,
are the Miami, Big Five, Big Forty,
Sterling, and many other tunnels.
A good example is the Lamartine
tunnel, now over 7,000 feet long,
which was completed toe. connection
with the mine in 1896. It joins the
tenth level at the shaft, a distance of
4,,209 feet from the mouth. It saves
hi drainage alone $100 daily, former-
ly in pumping water, and has
rendered available hundreds of acres
of valuable territory formerly water
logged. It affords bettir and cheap-
er facilities for operat114 this great
property, which now consists of al-
most a hundred patented mining
claims, covering over 200 acres on
"tench mountain, under individual,
not oorperate, ownirship, and com-
prises a property including ten miles
underground workings, finely
uipped with steankaid electrio l
pour plot.tte,, gpd r.epsenting an in.
vestment qt over a milliog dollars
upon a mike which jbas prluced
$3,300,000.
The introduction of electric power
by local companies generally cheap-
ens cperating cost, and means great-
er and better results for the immedi-
ate future. The climatic conditions
are so favorable, and the mineral
belt is such a moderate elevation,
that operations are carried on with-
out difficult at all seasons of the year.
The many advantages for comforta-
ble living in this mining camp have
attracted t3 this district the best
class.
The forty-five mines named have
produced $20,160,000, some of which
contains galena and copper pyrites,
the predominating mineral,howevor,
iron pyrites. The oxidized ores above
water level yield a fair proportion of
their gold by amalgamation. tollovv-
ed by concentration. Concentration
is generally adopted for the purpose
of handling the low grade ores of the
district.
The veins of the district are true
fissure veins and ;the southern part
of Gilpin and the northern part of
Clear Creek counties is considered to
be the most highly mineralized sec-
tion of like area in the world.
The mill of the Consolidated Al-
pine Gold and Silver Mining Com-
pany may be taken as a type of the
mills and concentrators, of which
there are now seventeen in the dis•
trict. The Alpine Concentrator is
the newest and most modern, with a
capacity of 160 tons per day. It is
equipped with crushers, stamps, jigs,
reels, copper plates, Wilfley tables
and frew vanners. Like most of the
other mills it treats custom ores and
ores from its own mines, which are
In the Cascade district near the La-
martine. This new mill, just com-
pleted, is giving excellent satisfac-
tion. Most of the seventeen mills in
the district, which have a combined
daily tonage of 815, are in constant
and successiul operation, and the
three sampling mills with a capacity
of 230 tons are busy. As time goes
on still more advance will be made
in the methods of treatment of all
ores in the district, and still greater
profits will accrue to both mine ow-
ner and smelterman.
Exposure
To cold drafts of air, to keen and cut-
ting winds, sudden changes of tem-
perature, scanty clothing, undue ex-
posure of the throat and neck after
public speaking and singing, bring
on coughs and colds. Ballard's
Horehound Syrup is the best cure.
Mrs. A. Barr, Houeten, Texas,
writes Jan. 31, 1902: "One bottle of
Ballard's Horehound Syrup cured
me of a very bad cough. It is very
pleasant to take.' 26c, 50c, $1.00.
Sold by Ray & Fowler.
+Op-
BART TALLEY DEAD.
(Special to New Era.)
GUTEIRIE, Ky., May 3--Mr. Bart
Talley, one of the most prominent
armers in the community, died at
his home near Big Pond. He was
sixty-six years of age and is survived
by his wife and six children.
Crowing Aches and Pains.
Mrs. Josie Sumner, Bremond, Tex.,
writes, April 16, 1902: "I have used
Ballard's Snow Liniment in my
family for three years. I would not
be without it in the house. I have
used it on my little girl for growing
pains and aches in her knees. It
cured her right away. I have also
used it for frost bitten feet with good
success. It is the best liniment I
ever used." 26c, 50, $1.00. Sold by
Bay & Fowler,
WATRR COMPANY.
oipsolal to Now Era)
IMPROVEMENT
IN CENERAL CONDITION
OF MARKET.
Stronger on Finer Classes
of the Weed.—Deliveries
Are Large.
Reports received from the board of
inspectors and warehousemen for
the month just closed show a marked
improvement in the general condi-
tion of the tobacco market as com-
pared with the previous month, with
encouraging upward tendency in pri-
ces. The sales of the weed in its
loose state upon the floor of the ware-
houses during the past ten days have
been the heaviest of the season.
There was an advance of $1 per hun-
dred pounds for leaf, seventy-five
cents for lugs and twenty-five cents
on trash.
The market was stronger on finer
classes of the week than earlier in
the season, and there will likely be a
steady increase in the offerings of
these grades from now on. Much of
he old crop has been sold, and' the
deliveries are large, as the weed is
In good shape for being moved. The
stemmeries and warehouses are be-
ing kept busy receiving their pur-
chases and the activity In every
branch of the business gives promise
of a much more prosperous year than
has heretofore been expected, iThere
are no material changes in the quo-
tations except a slight advance in
some of the finer grades.
The monthly report follows:
1904 1908
Receipts for month 1295 2110
Receipts for year 1700 7286
Sales for moath 
 176 569
Sales for year. 1013 1319
Shipments for month 
 673 417
Shipments for year 1633 1966
Stock on sale 2380 6218
Stock sold 
 378 588
Stock on hand 2763 6766
Broker Boaies' Report.
EDITOR NEW ERA:
Since last rep3rt the seasons have
been good with large deliveries and
some advance in prices, but still too
low to stimulate planters to grow
but little over 50 to 60 per cent of the
usual crop, not only on account of
prices but.farm laborers are seeking
other employment. This condition
may cause better prices later in the
season.
Stocks of old are only about 660
hogsheads with better demand at:
Short leaf $6 to 6 50, long $6 50 to 8 00
for common to good. Loose floor
sales continue: Lugs $250 to 350,
leaf $3 60 to 7 00. Regie buyers are
paying 6 to 7c crop round for good
to fine dark heavy styles.
Yours truly,
M. D. /MALES.
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A Ours Thing.
It is said that nothing is ours ex.CADIZ, Ky., May 8.—A new water °opt death'ind taxeo, but that is not
company has been organised here altogether true, Jr. King's New
with $6,000 capital stock, and the fol- Discovery for Consumption is a sure
lowing were elected directors: W. 
cure for all lung and throat troubles.
Thousands can testify to that. Mrs.C. White, John J. Alexander, E. E. C. B. VanMetre of ShepherdtownWash, Charles A. Chappell and D. W. Va., says: "I had a severe case
L. Griuter. They will file articles of Bronchitis and for a year tried ev-
of incorporation at once, and will erything I heard of, but got no relief.
begin work on the plant in a short One bottle of Dr. King's New Dig-
while. covery then cured me absolutely."
Made Young Again.
"One of Dr. King's New Life Pills
each night for two weeks has put me
in my 'teens' again," writes D. H.
Turner of Dempseytown, Pa. They're
the best in the world for liver, stom-
ach and bowels. Purely vegetable.
Never gripe. Only 25c at L. L. El-
gin's and Cook & Higgins.
Southern Baptist.
For the next two weeks Nashville
will be the point of great interest to
Southern Baptists.as the forty-eighth
session of the Southern Baptist con-
vention will convene in that city on
Friday, May 18,and continue for four
or five days. Between 1,000 and 1,200
delegates will be present, and nearly
as many more visitors are expected
to he in the city on account of the
con#entien. The sessions will be held
in the tabernacle,
l It's infallible for Croup, Whooping
I Cough, Grip, Pneumonia and con-
I gumption. Try it. Its guaranteed ley
I L. L. Elgin, Cook & Higgins, drug-
gists. Trial bottles free. Reg. sizes
50c and $.00.
Cured His Mother of Rheu-
matism.
"My mother has been a sufferer for
many years with rheumatism," says
W H Howard, of Husband, Pa. "At
times she was unable to move at all,
while at other times walking was
painful. I presented her with a bot•
tie of Chamberlain's Pain Bal,n and
after a few applications she decidedit was the most wonderful pain re-liever she had ever tried, in fact, sheis never without it now and is at alltimes able te walk. An occssional
application of Pain Balm keeps awaythe pain that she was formerly trou-bled with. For sale by L. L. Elgin.
During the session of congress just
ended 16,676 bills were introduced in
the bona* and 6,687 lb the senate.
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IAT JONES STOREF•
• Imported Mercerized Gingham.,• worth 25c a yard,
• 
•
:Our Price toc yd•
• Fancy Oxford Suiting., worth• 
50c a yard,•
Our Price 25c ydl•
• 
Shirt Waist Silits, N4rorth
• 
• •
1.50 a yard
0 U: r Price 50c ycli
• 36 inch Blacit Taffeta Snit, •
• worth $1.50, •
!Our Price, $1.251•
• .
• 
• •
• T. M. Jones, 11........••••••••••••••........
If you don't buy clothing from J. T. Wall(EL Co., you don't buy Clothing right.
Young Men
Look Well In
Snappy Clothing
THE SUMMER GROUP shown in the picture isworth studying by those uptodata youngsters
who insist on well tail
ored outing suits.
Every garment of this
class bearing the Schloss
label holds its shape
and fits as enduringly
as the heavier grades
made by the same house.
The coats are all skel-
eton lined and made of
light weight materials,
such as Wool Crashs,
Homespun or Cheviit.
They are as finely made as the rug,st expenf-ivt,
DESIGNERS AND
MAKERS or
FINE owntrifi
taiioring and are more distinctively stylish.
While our stock is complete in every departmeLt
it is time for you to pick out, your i,ew suit Early
purchases permit of more deliberate selections and
advantage of first choice from unbr)k.en assort-
ments. See the value we can offer you
At so litthts$10
price se • • •
"Drop in and let u% titik it over,"
ass Alp Avoid Heat in the Kitchen This Summer AP atiP
5,000 Feet of
Gas Free
To each purchaser of a Gas Range, to en-
courage the use of ga,A for conking. All
ranges sold at Actual Cost. For particu-lars call on J. W.THOMAS, Superintendent
HOPKINSVILLE GAS & LIGHTING CO
0 NO DIRT, DUST, ASHES NOR COAL TO ANNOY AP I
-
J IOU NEED A
MEDICINE?
IT COSTS YOU NOTHING To INVESTIGATE.
There is no one who does not need a
Liver Medicine occasionally.
The symptoms of Liver Complaint are
well known to every one, such as consti-
pation, dyspepsia, loss of appetite, sleep-
lessness, headache, a tited feeling and
many others of a similar nature.
Thousands die annually by not heeding
the warnings of nature.
Many acquire some chronic disease
from which they never recover.
Many of these could be 'spared for years
of usefulness, by keeping in the home
some reliable remedy.
We believe that we can convince any
fair-minded person that there is no bet-
ter remedy for the Liver known, than
Dr. Thacher's Liver and Blood Syrup.
The formula is known, consisting of:
Bischu, Hydrangea, Mandrake, Yellow
Dock, Dandelion, Sarsaparilla, Gentian,
Senna and Iodide of Potassium. You
know just what you are taking. How
many other formulas of a liver medicine
are published? Ask your druggist about
this. ' It is already prepared and can be
taken immediately.
The strength is extracted in the most
skillful manner, certainly superior to any
powdered preparation known. (We also
manufacture a Liver Medicine in pow-
dered form, with which any druggist can
supply you, but this, like all other dry
Liver Medicines requires preparation.)
Dr. Thacher's Liver and Blood Syrup
is pleasant to take, does not lose its
strength, as Liver Medicine in dry form,
and will keep in any clintate.
Your doctor, however i skillful, could
prescribe nothing better.
There is no opportunity for a doctor
to make a mistake in writing a prescrip-
tion, or a drug clerk to make a mistake
in compounding the same, (besides a
doctor's bill and the cost of the medi-
cine.) You can be absolutely sure of the
proper proportion being in every dose.
Dr. Thacher's Liver and Blood Syrup
has been used with the greatest confi-
dence and success in thousands of homes
for 52 years, and is prepared by a phar-
macist of 25 years' experience, in a labo-
ratory equipped with the most modern
appliances for the most perfect safety.
If you do not understand your ease,
write today for a Free sample bottle and
"Dr. Thacher's Health Book." Give
)sweeptonsa for advice. We simply ask that
iyarn try it at our expense. We know what
)3it will do.
IPOR BALB BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
50 cents and 04.00.
THACHER MEDICINE CO.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
IF YOU CAN'T 
COME, 'PHONE! 
At our end we are Waiting
to take your telephone Or-
der for
DRUGS, SICK ROOM
SUPPLIES
Household articleieer any
Drug Store Gaods that you
may want in a hurry and
not have time to Collie and
get. Telephoning !is the
quick, eonvenient.i easy
and satisfactory vtfty to
shop if you call the right
number- 58,
COOL & HEINS
Drugstore.
4++++++++++++++++4+•++++44-
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•
it A Sure
•-
2 Way. •
a To obtain large factories here;
ele
Iis to help build up thosmallones you now hive. ,Why nny out of towo brands.
• of cigars when I offer you
•
THE BEST
• 5 CENT CIGAR
••made any There.
Better than ever!
Cold Standard
• 
Belvedere Perfecto •
• 
Single Standard •
• 
Bett6T than ever!
•
•
•
Their qnality merits your pat-I
ronage.
:H. L. LEBKUECHER
•
•
P•••••••••••••••
Sour Stoma°
'•1 used Caseasets and feel like a new man. thetabeen a .ufferer from dyspepsia and s.$ur stomachfor tl.,- last two yearn. I bavo lo
-en halting mech.nine and other drugs, but could find Ito relief onlyi7i a short time. I will recommend Cascarcts tofriends as the o.ily thing for Indigestion andt stomach and to keep the bowels ,in good con.tiara. They are very nice to eat."
Harry Stuckley. bisect' Chunk, Pa.
ESest For
The Bowels
. sold In bulk. Th• Itvosia• table
Ie
s t
ee
* toedKisaranseed so stirs or your MOM,Pleasant. Palatable, Foust, Tulle Rd DoNever Sicken. Weskse or gripe. e. Suit.
Sterling Remedy Co., Ciliate, Sr N.Y.
ANNUAL SALE, TEl 11111111111
BLOW FROM A KY
FALLS ON A CIVIL ENGIN-
EER'S HEAD
Policeman Lee Morris Sus-
pended Pending Investi-
gation of His Act.
As a result of an altercation at the
Louisville ak Nashville railroad sta-
tion Saturday afternoon, Mr. W. H.
Taylor, civil engineer on the Tennes-
see Central railroad, has a painful
wound on the top of his head, and
Policeman Lee Morris, who struck
him with his mace, is under suspen-
sion pending an investigation of the
case.
Mr. Taylor, who had spent Satur-
day surveying some work on the T.
C. near the city, was at the station
with his wife intending to leave on
the 5:18 train for Clarksville, his
headquarters. His statement in ref-
erence to his enceunter with the of-
ficer is substantially as follows: He
says he started towards the track as
the train was pulling up and was or-
dered back by the policeman who
told him not to cross the curb-line.
He explained to the officer that he
wished to board the train. Morris, he
says, roughly told him to stand back.
He did so, and after the train had
discharged all of its passengers,with
the exception of one person,he again
started for the train, expecting to en-
ter the coach next to the one from
which the last passenger was de-
scending. As he proceeded, the po-
liceman, he says, struck him in the
face. Mr. Taylor states that he was
taken entirely by surprise, and had
in one hand his wife's suit case and
in the other his hag of surveying in-
struments. He started to drop these,
he says, in order to defend himself,
and his wife caught him by his arms,
and at that moment the policeman
struck him a severe blow on the head
with a club. He says he had neither
struck the policeman nor attempted
to do so.
Officer Morris states that he was at
the station to maintain order and en-
force the ordinance relating to keep-
ing the depot open and unobstructed.
He claims that Mr. Taylor attempt-
ed to force his way across the line
and that he courteously called the
gentleman's attention to the rules.
He says that Mr. Taylor gruffly re-
plied that he didn't propose to be
dictated to and that Morris' presence
there made no difference to him and
that he was going to board the train.
The policeman says that he put up
his hand to keep the civil engineer
from pushing across the line and
thal. when he did so. Mr. Taylor
slapped his face. It was then, the
officer says, he used his mace. tie
says Mr. Taylor had a bag of instru-
ments hanging over his arm, but not
In his hand.
The trouble caused a great deal of
excitement at the depot, Mr. caylor
aed his wife went to Hotel Latham
where Mr. Taylor's injuries were at-
tended to by Dr. h. H. Wallace. He
received a scalp wound on the top of
his head, about an inch or an inch
end a half long. Three stitches were
taken. Mr. Taylor left Sunday af
ternoon for Clarkeville.
Mayor Henry heard the statements
of both Mr. Taylor and the police-
man and decided to suspend the
officer while the affair was investi-
gated. Difficulty has been found
thus far in learning who were eye
witnesses. Sentiment generally is
against the policeman. Morris is
now defendant in a damage suit
A "s
i....al*SPPONOOMMINIMar isi,N! • .01* •
Your doctor
thin, pale, we:-.1;, 'lei
dren become and ,,vt-..11
by taking Ayer's Sa:-%:riparill.I.
Small doses, for a fcv.; days.
Sarsaparilla'
The change is very prompt
and very marked. Ask your
doctor why it is. He has our
formula and will explain.
"When 13 veira old. for niriv months no
one thouvlit 1 emit(' 11,.« hvr . • ,c of tbit, wood.
But. in a few weeks. Aver•4 So4 .1 1 wirills com-pletely 1.c...tared me to.
Mga. F,. Brut7MIN co:. Vinci iiid. N..).
51.00 fl bottle. AYER (70..All dry( •., 
•e1!", 34,14A
f 0 115.4"...01101.0a4VIONIO
The Childreilt
eeeee•-easseeptasevesasuae.wei11111ousne9s,con-,tiplit1on prevent. re-
*very. Cure thst,isi vio 1-4
RUSSIANS ROUTED
FLED AFTER BURNINC A
TOWN.
Japanese Crossed the Yalu
River and Won a Creat
Victory Sunday.
TOKIO, May 2.—After five days
Incessant fighting, a large Japanese
force has crossed the Yalu river.
The Russians fled after burning
the city of Antung.
In yesterday's battle, the Japanese
lost 700 and the Russians over 800
men.
The Japanese captured a number
of quick-firing guns and other equip-
ment.
The Japanese army crossed the
Yalu river at night and made an at-
tack on the Russian position with
the dawn of Sunday. The victory
was won by a brilliant infantry
charge covering a frontage of four
miles, turning the Russian front
rank and compelling a retreat.
After burning Antung. the Rus-
sians retraated to Feng Haan Cheng.
The Japanese now control the estu-
ary of the Yalu.
R. C. Hardwick.
Does not hesitate to recommend
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure to his friends
and customers. Indigestion causes
more ill health than anything else.
It deranges the stomach, and brings
on all manner of disease. Koeol
Dyspepsia Cure digests what you eat,
cures indigestion, dyspepsia' and all
stomach disorders. Kodol is not
only a perfect digestant but a tissue
building tonic as well. Renewed
health, perfect strength and in-
creased vitality follow its use.
THIS OUGHT
TO CONVINCE.
L. L. Elgin Will Pay For Hyomei
Himself When It Fails to
Cure Catarrh.
"If I only knew it to be true I
would not hesitate a moment. "This
is a thought the average person has
when reading the claims of some of
the medicines that are advertised as
curos for catarrh. berlain's Colic, Cholera and Diar-
The results from the use of Hyo- rhcea Remedy on hand gave each of
mei are so remarkable in the,cure of us a dose and we at once felt the ef-
catarrh, that they seem beyond be- fects. I procured a bottle and before
lief. The fact, though, that L. L. using the entire contents we were en-
Elgin one of the best known drug- tirely cured. It is a wonderful reme-
gists in this section, Mr. Elgin has dy and should be found in every
so much confidence in the power of household. H. C. Bailey, Editor.
Hyomei to cure cartarrh that he This remedy is for sale by L. L. El-
sells it under his personal guarantee gin*
to refund the money if the purchas-
ers can say that It did not help them 
A call has been issued for the ink-
'
which charges him with assaulting a ought to convince the most skeptical 
West Virginia is very unhappy.
man named Butler with his club. The Elkins boom for vice presdentthat H?bmei can be relied upon to
was launched Some months ago, but
HOW'S THIS? cure all catarrhal troubles, no mat- 
W tf 
 d d D 11 
ter how serious or deep-seated. 
l it has suddenly turned turtle.
NINETEEN PRIZES
AWARDED TO HOPKINS-
VILLE CONTESTANTS.
The Ohio Valley School Tour-
nament Was a Great
Success.
The Ohio Valley school tourna-
ment, participated in by pupils from
the Hopkinsville, Marion, Morgan-
field and Corydon graded schools,
closed a successful three days' ses-
sion at Marion Saturday.
Honors in the tournament were
carried off by Marion, with Hop-
kiusville second and Morganfleld
third.
Hopkinsville won nineteen prizes,
while Marion captured twenty-two.
Nine went to Morgaufield and four
to Corydon. Hoekinsvile won three
more prizes than Marion in studies,
but the latter exUelled in athletics,
nearly all the Marion contestants
being men.
The Hopkinsville contiugeat,
led, by Superintendent Taylor, re-
turned home Saturday night. All
speak in terms of lavish pralse of
the hospitality extended by the peo
pie of Marion and they thornughly
enjoyed tournament.
•
Saturday night every town along
the railroad between Marion and
this city was aroused by the school
yell:
"Bum-a-licker, bum-a-licker, bow,
WOW, WOW;
Chick-a-iicker, chick-a-licker, chow,
chow, chow;
Cannibal, cannibal, sis, boom. ahl
Hoptown, Hoptowu, rah! rah! rah !"
The Hopkinsville prize winners
were as follows:
Written Geography ....Sarah Cooper
U. S. History. Tom Smith
General History, Archie Mason
Plane Geometry Ira D. Smith
Solid Geometry Ira D Smith
Spelling Addle Green
Reading (9 to 12 years) Kath-
arine Long.
Piano Duet(2 prizes)......Katharine
Long and Ada Green.
Vocal Duet Minnie Hadden and
Lula Boales.
Male Quartet Murrell Donaldson,
Will Waller, Keen Waller and
Trice Waller.
Horizontal Bar Alvan Clark
Caesar Lawson Faxon
Virgil
Arithmetic 
Declamation
Berenice Rickman
Coleman Moore
 Caldwell Feland
e o er tine un re o ars re-
ward for any case of catarrh that can
not be cured by Hall's Cptarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & Co., Toledo,O.
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J.Cheney for the last 15 years andbelieve him perfectly honorable in
all business transactions, and finan-
cially able to carry out any obliga-
tions made by his firm.
Waldin, Kinnan & Marvin,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo,0
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter-
nally, acting directly upon the blood
oud mucous surface of the system.
Testimonials sent free.
Sold by Druggists. Price, 7ic. perbottle.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con-
stipation,
The complete Hyomel outfit, con-
sisting of a neat inhaler that can be Herbine
carried in the purse or pocket, a Will overcome indigestion and dys-
medicine dropper, and a bottle of pepsia; regulate the bowels and cure
Hyomei, costs only one dollar. Ad- liver and kidney complaints. It is
ditional bottles of Hyomei can be the best blood enriches and invigor-
procured for fifty cents, making it ator in the world. It is purely veg.
meta.
the most economical of treatment- etable, perfectly harmless,and should
1 you be a sufferer from, you will use
Catarrhal colds, which are so corn- it if you are wise.
rnon at this season of the year, have 1
catarrh that have bel‘cf
oi lmd e c ca hs er so n oi cf ger Cocoa and Rockledge News,
R. N. Andrews, editor and mane-
been cured in a day.
Cocoa, Fla., writes: "I have used
are frequently cured in a week or ten 'your Herbine in my family, and find
days. Now is the time to begin the t it a most excellent medicine. It
us• of Hyomel, remembering that
 
effects upon myself have been a,
L. L. Elgin sells every package on a ' marked benefit. I recommend it 4-
positive guartee to refund the mon- 'hesitatingly." 60. Sold by Ray &
ay if it fails to cure. . Fowler.
;
Running broad jump (2nd prize)._
Bernice Gooch.
Reading (let te 4th grade)... .Louise
Petree.
Spelling Susie Matthews
All the Hopkinsville students who
participated in the tournament ac-
quitted themselves excellently and
reflected credit upon the splendid in-
stitution they represented.
An Open Letter.
From the Chapin, S. C. News:
Early in the spring my wife and I
were taken with diarrhcea and so se-
vere were the pains that we called a
physician who prescribed for us, but
his medicines failed to give any relief.
A friend who had a bottle of Cham-
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CANCEROUS ULCERS
ROOTED IN THE BLOOD.
After the age of 45 or 50, when the vital powers are naturally weaker,
it is noticed that a bust of any kind heals slowly and often a very insignifi-
cant scratch or bruise
becomes a bad ulcer or
sore. At this time of
1 if e warty growths,
moles and pimples that
have been on the body
almost from birth begin
to inflame and fester,
and before very long
are large eating ulcers.
Whenever a sore or ulcer is slow in healing then you may be sure
something is radically wrong with your blood. Some old taint or poison
that has been slumbering there for years, is beginning to assert itself,
and breaks out and becomes a bad ulcer and perhaps the beginning of
Cancer. These old sores are rooted in the blood, and while washes, soaps,
salves, etc., keep the surfve clean, they are not healing. A blood
medicine to purify and strengthen the polluted blood
and a. tonic to build up the general system is what
is netded, and S. S. S. is just such a remedy: No
poison is so powerful and no germ so deadly
that this great vegetable blood remedy cannot reach
it, and ulcers of every kind quickly yield to its wonderful curative pro
sixties. If you have an old sore or ulcer, write us all about it, and m
cal advice or any information you may desire will be given by our p
clans without charge. THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA,
111101101.11.1e18111PRIONISfflar•••••••
A. small pimple came on my jaw, but gave me no
Pain or inconvenience, and I should have forgot-
ten about it had it not begun to inflame and itch; it
'would bleed a little, then scab over, but would not
heal. This continued for some time than the Cancer
began to eat and spread, until it was as large as a
half dollar, when rheard 9f S. 8. 8. and determined
to give it • fair trial, and it is remarkable what a
wonderful effect it had from the beginning; the sore
began to heal and after taking a few bottles disap-
Petired entirely. This was two years ago; there are
still no signs of the Cancer, and my general health
Continues good. Mrs. IL BRIBER, Wysiconds, Mo.
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What is thc Matter?
Nothing!
JUST simply saving money for the people.We have gone bargain hunting, and we
have succeeded in buying two Bankrupt
Stocks and have secured some of the Greatest
Bargains ever offered to the people of this
city. Our stock consists of Clothing, Dry
Goods, Shoes Ladies and Gents Furnishing
Goode, Trunks, Valises, etc. We also wish
to say the bankrupt stock means much to the
purchasing public; We are not advertising
trash. but first class merchaflise--as good as
e. can be found anywhere. We find it pays to
treat the people right,to give them the great-
est values for their money. Do not fail to ex-
amine our goods and we will prove to you
that we can undersell any store in the city.
Remember the place.
The Bankrupt Store
Cor. 9th and Vir. Sts., Bonte's Old Stand,
Op. American Exrress Office.
BOHN CID, FRANKLIN, Proprs.
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Bicycles Bicycles t
With the advent of spring bicycle riding
will again be the favorite oucdoor recreation
of all classes. We have the only complete
line of wheels and sundries in the city, con-
ductin'g as we do the only exclusive sporting
goods store in Hopkinsville.
REPAIRING DEPT.
Numbers of fine machines are often ruined
by being sent to so-called repair shops where
they are torn to pieces by incom.petent ,work
men. Send all your Bicycles, Typewriters,
Sewing Machines, Guns, etc. to us and have
them repaired by reputable and skilled
. workmen.
E.M.Moss•StCo
Sixth Street.
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Louisville and Nashville RailroadTIME CARD. Effective April 13th.NORTH. SOUTH.No 68 St Louis Express 9  60am No 61 St Louis Express 6'18 r mNo 54 St Louis Fast Mail 
—.9:47 pm Ne 68 St LOUill Fast Mail... .5:40 a niNo 92 Chicago and New No 91 Chicago and NewOrleans Limited 5.40 a m Orleans Limited 11:68 p mNo 68 Hopktnsville Accom 
_8:46 pm No 66 Hopkinsville Accom..8:00 a mNos 62 and 64 connect at St Louis for all points west.No 61 connects at Guthrie for Memphis line points as far south am Erinand for Louisville, Cincinnati and theteast.Nos. 68 and 66 make direct connection at Guthrie for Lonisgille, Cincinnati and all points north and east thereof. Nos 68 and 66 al s'b connectfor Memphis and way points.
No. 92 runs through to Chicago and will not carry, passengers to points ;south of Evansville, also carries through sleepers to St. Louis. 4No. 98 through sleepers to Atlanta, Macon, Jacksonville, St. Augustineand Tardpa, Fla. Also Pullman sleepers to New Orleans. Connects alGuthrie for points east and West.
X. 0, Ho0E, Aft.
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A RAOE FOR LIFE!.
Sfiurring his jaded horse td renewed
efforts when the animal should bd refreshed
with proper food and rest, is about as sen-
sible as prescribing nerve tonics, alcoholic
compounds, coca mixtures and. cocktails
which only spur on the already weakened
nervous system. Neither does it do to put
the nerves to sleep with narcotics. When
u feel worn-out, broken down, jaded, andthe effects of brain tire as well as nerve
ess, sleeplessness and fatrgue, take
's Golden Medical Discovery, aich will do you lasting good, buildyou up, increase your appetite and strength
and improve the condition of the blood.When the blood is impoverished the nervesfeel the effect. Nervousness in nine cases
out of ten is the "cry of the starved nervesfor food.' Feed the nerves on rich blood
and all nervous manifestations will cease.
on has been seven months since using D.
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery, and I only
used three bottles of the medicine when it misft
me feel like a new man,* writes S.. A.. Miller,Esq. (care of Mr. Amos Hyre, R. D. to), Dayton,Ohio. "I had doctored with two local physi-
cians without benefit. I felt all worn out, and
had an awful misery in my back for two yearsbut noticed a change for the better when Ibegan using your 'Golden Medical Disaivery.' w
To gain knowledge of your own body-in sickness and health-send for the Peo-ple's Common Sense Medical Adviser. Abook of too8 pages. Send 21 cents in
stamps for paper-covered, Of, 31 stampsfor cloth-bound. copy. Address Dr. R. V.
Pierce, 663 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
MR. HIGHT'S ESTATE
=IMMO
LEFT TO WIDOW AND
CHILDREN.
A Suit is Filed For Datilages
and Possession olf
Land.
The will of Joseph Hight, of the
Crofton vicinity, was probated in
the county court. A life interest in
the bulk of the property is left to the
widow, and the remainder is given
to the children. Reuben F. Hight
was named as administrator. He
accepted the trust and qualified ac-
cording to law.
Luther Bard, Lafayette Baird, F.
M. McCardle, Irene Tillman, A. J.
Tillman, Emily MeCardle, Mary
McCardle are plaintiffs in a suit for
$600 damages against Jake J. Wright,
Tom Ray, Robt. Ray, Richard Ray,
Lem Ray, Octavia Johnson, 
Johnson, Lillie Clark and 
Clark. The plaintiffs allege that the
defendants have illegally held pos-
session of a tract of land belonging
to them lying on Pond River in this
county, for some time. They; pray
for damages to above amount and
also possession of the land.
GHAT INDUSTRY
MENACED BY NEW ENG-
LISH LAW
In connection with the closing of
the Hopkinsville stemmery of the
Imperial eompany the following ar-
ticle from the Owensboro Inquirer is
interesting:
"The change in the English tobac-
co import law is of vital importance
to She people of the dark tobacco dis-
trict and especially to the cities and
towns in which factories are located.
Already in this city 300 people who
were busy the first of the week, are
now idle, and it is probable that the
condition will spread _rather than
contract.
"The new law adds 6 cents per
pound to stripped tobacco imported
into the United Kingdom, while leaf
tobacco may be imported at the old
rate. It is alleged in England that
this is a revenue law pure end sim-
ple, but on this side it looks like pro-
tective arrangement to transplant at
once the stripping industry to the
other side of the water. It is true
that the estimated increase in the
revenue will be about $2,750,000,
which will represent the amount of
duty on the stem at the present rate.
It is believed that the 6 cents differ-
ential will force dealers on this side
to send their tobacco to England to
be stemmed, in which case the gov-
ernment will get the revenue and the
women and the girls-the. work will
be done by them-will get the money
that is now paid out in thousands of
dollars to colored men and women,
girls and boys in this section of the
country.
"The effect will be widespread and
Important. The stemming industry
furnishes employment to the colored
population of all the cities and towns
in this section for eight months of the
year. Many of those who work in
the factories have and want no other
employment. With the stemming
gone from them they will have noth-
ing to do at all. The prizing forces in
the factories will not be increased,
and the retying will call for compar-
atively few hands. The result will
be that the cities and towns will have
a considerable idle population on
their hands, for which no work can
be found. It may be that the wages
for stemming can be reduced to such
a point that it will be cheaper to do
the work here than in England, in
which case the employment may be
restored, but under circumstances
that may be worse than to let it go
entirely, as the wages to be paid will
not be sufficient to support those at
work and at the same time will at-
tract them with sufficient strength
to prevent them from engaging in
more profitable labor."
TENNESSEE CENTRAL SECURES
MONEY TO PAT OFF INDEBTEDNESS.
TWO MORTGAGES ARE
FILED HERE.
BONDS TO BE FLOATED.
Officials Believe That Re-
ceivership Will Be Dis-
solved In a Week. i
1
PROSPECTS ARE ROSY.
Two mortgages have been filed in
the county Clb 1.'s office here 1:* the
Tennessee Central railroad by se.hich
the money for paying off the iniiebt-
edness of the company and putting
he road on a substantial basis In se-
I.ed. One is a prior mortgage Made 
ready to
'aver of the Mississippi Valley] 
withstanding its new condition it is
‘tompany of St. Louis, trustee,
claimed that it has been pay1ngt1r-
' • -• '30 mile of the 'load.'
; Ding expenses ever since the tr k
.:,1rsd and thirty laying was completed.
•-4nsville to 7 Copies of these mortkages werei
filed in svery county traversed by
ral the road.
11.
mortgage made in favor of the Mer-
cantile Trust company, of St. Louis,
for the same amount, i. e. $12,500 per
mile. Not only is the present prop-
erty of the railroad company subject
to the mortgages but also any new
property which may be acquired in
the future.
The documents are very lengthy
being printed and pound. There are
about thirty-six pages in each one
and number about 12,000 words each.
An index of the various headings ;is
placed in the front, something un-
usual in mortgages.
The money is raised for the pur-
Pose of floating an issue of $20,000,-
000 worth of bonds having a face
value of $1,000 each. With this Mon-
ey it is claimed that all the outstand-
ing indebtedness will be paid at once
and the receivership dissolved with-
in a week. The owners of the road
are very enthusiastic over the out-
look as all needed improvements
can now be made and the road be
compete with any. Not-
"OP
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Lion Co
States
of America
The greatest nation in the world is
the greatest consumer of coffee.
Lion Coffee
Is the standard beverage of every
state and territory of the Union.
It's pure-that's why.
Always in 1 lb. air-tight, *sated pack axes,
Intsnring freabussa and uniform quality.
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(From Friday's Daily.)
Dr. C. B. Petrie has taken posses-
sion of the front suite of offices in
the newly rernodled Hopper building
formerly occupied by the Planters
Bank Sr Trust company.
Mrs. I. L. Beidelman and son, of
Evansville, are here visiting , the
family of Mr. L. Flisgen.
Misses Lizzie Hanher and Brenda
Kenner, who have been visiting
friends here a few days, left for Hop-
kinsville Wednesday on an extended
visit.-Earlington Bee.
Mrs. J. M. Joiner has returned
from a visit to Honk insville....Miss
Katie Duke, of Hopkinsville, is the
guest of Mrs. J. M. Joiner.--Enttou
Times.
Judge John L. Dorsey went to
Hopkinsville yesterday . . . . Mrs. John
D. Elliott, of Owensboro, was the
guest of Mrs. William Elliott a few
hours yesterday while en route home
from Hopkinsville.-H en derson
Gleaner.
Mr. Ernest Y. Pool, who has been
living in the west for almost two
years on account of his health, has
returned to Cerulean Springs, and
will assist his father in looking after
the business at the Cerulean hotel
during the approaching season.
. Miss Mary Payton Moore, of South
Christian, is the guest of Mrs. W. H.
Cummings, Jr.
Mr. Ward Headley has returned to
Princeton.
Miss Lucy Adoue, of Palestine,
Texas, is visiting Mrs. Richie Bur-
nett. Mrs. Julian Adoue and chil-
dren, of Louisville, will arrive here
soon to spend several weeks.
Mrs. D. B. Towner, Miss Towner
and Miss Alfeld, of Chicago, who
have been visiting friends here since
the Ham meeting, left today for
Shelbyville, Ky., where Prof. Town-
er is engaged in a revival with
Evangelist Potter.
Past Grand Chancellor Jouett
He. sry, Grand Trustee L. H. Davis
ana Representatives Lew Atkinson
and Gesrge Walker have returned
from Madisonville where they at-
tended a highly successful district
meeting of the Knights of Pythias.
Mrs. John Templeton who has been
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. James
West for several days left today for
her home at Princeton.
Mr. and Mrs. James West will
leave tomorrow for Crider, Ky., and
will be absent several days.
(From Saturday's Daily)
I Miss Graeme Campbell has return-ed from a visit to .friends and rela-
tives in Louisville.
Mr. Charles Emery, receiver at the
Western asylum 18 in Paducah on
business.
Joe A. Parker, the young Populist
leader, was in the city last night en-
route to Cadiz where he will speak
today.
Mr. L. P. Janes, of Paducah, is in
the city.
Mrs. Wm. J. Tobin is at home
after a six months' sojourn in the
South. Mr. Tobin is stopping in
Memphis for a few days.
Mrs. J. C. Campbell left last even-
ing for Denver, Col., her future
home.
Mr. Dick Elliott, of St. Louis, is
visiting his brother, Mr. Reason El-
liott.
Mrs. George V. Green left this
morning for Louisville where she
will join Mr. Green on a trip to
Washington and New York.
Mrs. N. Zimmer has returned from
Owensboro where she visited her
son, Mr. W. P. Toland, and has taken
rooms at Mrs. Hancock's.
.es- ass
Commencing Sunday, May 1st, the
Tennessee Central will run a special
excursion train to Nashville every
Sunday until further notice. Train
will leave Hopkinsville at 7 a. m.,
arriving at Nashville at 11 a. m. Re- tion of alimony was referred to the
turning, will leave Nashville at 4:30 clerk and master. A conference of
p.m., arriving in Hopkinsville at 8:30
p. m. Tickets will be sold good only
on special train at one fare ($2.15)
E. S.wheicwood, Agent.
Women find quick relief in Dr.Thacher's
iver and Blood Syrup. isiamikaa.
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WAS DROWNED BY MOB
OF FARMERS.
Now Learned He Was Not
Guilty of Assaulting
Woman.
(Special to New Era)
EVANSVILLE, IND., April 29.-
John Baker, the negro wuo was
chased into a creek and drowned by
a mob of farmers, was not the assail-
ant of Mrs. Mary Brand is last Satur-
day night, this fact having been
learned by the members of the fami-
ly who came here to see the dead
body. Mrs. Brandis herself positive-
ly declares he was not the man.
Baker lived at Hopkinsville, Ky.
Baker was either terror-stricken ,
when he saw the crowd of farmers
chasing him and ran from them ost
of sheer fright or else he thought he
was being pursued for some other
crime of which he was guilty.
Mrs. Brand's is still suffering
greatly from nervousness brought
about by the shock of her experience
of Saturday afternoon. She has sev-
eral scratches on her face and being
subject to erysipelas, the members oi
the family fear that she will suffer
another attack of that trouble. Her
daughter who rushed to the house
upon hearing her mother's screams
and was knocked down by the negro
as he fled from the yard, 18 still con-
fined to her room as a result of the
blow and the nervous shock.
HOLD INSTITUTE
IN PEMBROKE THURSDAY
AND FRIDAY, MAY 12& 13.
Committees Appointed and
Arrangements Made For
Profitable Meeting.
At a meeting Thursde s of the Pens-
broke Farmers' Club, preliminary
arrangements were made fer the
holding of a farmers' institute in
Pembroke on Thursday and Friday,
May 12th, and 13th. Commissioner
of Agriculture Hubert Vreeland will
conduct the institute and he will ar-
range for a number of farming ex-
perts to speak on topics of irnortance.
The local committee has sent the
follnwing program to Mr. Vreeland,
who will make numerous additions:
THURSDAY, MAY 12.
Address of Welcome-Rev. A. D.
Leitchfield.
Response-Hubert Vreeland.
Hay Harvesting-Jos. E. Wing, J.
R. Caudle, W. H. Adams, T. J. Mc-
Reynolds, R. F. Rives, W. A. Rad-
ford, Jeff J. Garrott.
FRIDAY, MAY 18.
By What Method, If Any,, Can We
Free Ourselves from the Tobacco
Trust?-Hon. A. 0. Stanley and M. C.
Forbes.'
The Commercial Side of Farming-
M. B. King, C. E. Barker, Jos. E.
Wing.
Mr. Wing, who will take a promi-
nent part in the institute, is a noted
Ohio agriculturist.
Committees on entertainment, pro-
gram and advertising were appointed.
AlleP OSA egg.
GETS HER DIVORCE
(Special to New Era)
KNOXVILLE, Tenn., April 29.-
Mrs. R. L. Taylor was granted a di-
vorce from ex-Governor Robert L.
Taylor in the chancery court after
several depositions had been read
before Chancellor Sneed. The ques-
attorneys will be t sld on this point
and an agreement reached if possi-
ble.
litrsilV Early Risers
The felnetlie little OW.
FACTORY LOADED SHOTGUN SHELLS.
It's not sentiment-that makes the most successful shots shootWinchester Factory Loaded Shells. It's the re-
sults they give. It's their entire reliability, even.
nest of pattern and uniform shooting. Winchester
" Leader " shells, loaded with smokeless powder,
are the best shells on the market Winchester
"Repeater" shells loaded with smokeless powder
are cheap in price but not in quality. Winchester
"New Rival" black powder shells are the favoriteblack powder load on the market on account oftheir shooting and reloading qualties. Try either ofthese brands and you'll be well pleased. They are
THE SHELLS THE CHAMPIONS SHOOT.
Don't
You
Want
To
Own
Your
Own
The South Ken-
tucky Building &
Loan Association
will help you on
easy monthly pay-
ments.
Home us sell you
?? stock as an invest-
ment.
Por particulars address
Henry C. Gant, Pres.
J E. McPherson, Sec.
If you want to
save money and be
getting interest on
it all the time let
some
The Man With
Bad Teeth1 
A
Cannot enjoy or appreciate good lood
and often interferes with the enjoy-
ment of others. Yet the cause of the
trouble may be only some small cav-
'Ides. These being filled the teeth
will be as sound as ever. Filling hasbeen made a special study with us.Our methods and the quality of the
gold or other material used Insure
success in every case. We make no
charge for examinations.
A Good Set
of Teeth ..... ...$5
Teeth extracted free when new
ones are ordered.
Louisville
Dental
Parlors
Summers Building, next to Court
House, Hoiskinsville,Ky. Tel. 168-8
SENT !TEE
to housekeepers
Liebig COMPANY'S
Extract of Beef
Cook Book
telling how to presare delicat
and delicious dishes.
Address Liebig Co., P. 0 Bei .27
New York
OZMANLIS
ORIENTAL
SEXUAL
PILL-S
Soso Prompt, PestWia
Our• for hffpotowe, Loa
of Manhood, Sitnehrel
Emissions. dpermatorrhea,
Nervousness. 86110180w*
Loss of Memory, ay. Will
'take yor a 8TRONG, Vitor-
ia. Man. P16011.04
1101•4 SO OM
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Meth east. box. *Won
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PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
Cleanses and beautifies the hair.
Promotes a luxuriant growth.
Never Fat's to Restore Gray
Hair to its Youthful Color.
Cures scalp diseases It hair falling.
Et, and $L00 at
Professional cards_
DR. R. A. BRADLEY,
Graduated Veterinary
Surgeon and Dentist
Treats all diseases of iomestica Led ant-
mats scientifically and performs all opera*tions known to the veterinary profession.Office at Curtis Skerritt's Livery Stable,East Ninth Street, near L. & N. depot,Hopkinsville, Ky.
Hunter Wood, Hunter Wood Jr
Hunter Wood 41). :Son
Attys-at-Law.
Office in Hopper. Block upstairs
over Planters Bank.
HOFKINSVILLE, . KENTUCKY.
a"Special attention to oases In
bankruptcy. \
cATARRH REM7DV
COLD la HEM
Is Sure
TO GIVE
SAT ISPACTION
Ely's
Cream Balm
Give., Relief at Once
It cleanses, soothes
and heals the die
eased membrameIt cures catarrh and drives away a cold Inthe head quickly. It is absorbed.' Heals anprotects the Membrane. Restores theSenses of Taste and Smell. fruit else 60c, adruggists or by mail; Trial sine 10c by mail
ELY BROTHERS
I1R Warren St. New York
Established 1%144
40 years successful record.
The Great Business Training
School of Louisville
offers the latest and best
methods, and the most com-
plete course of study in
Penmanship, Shorthand, Typewrit-
ing and other branches
pertaining to a
BUSINESS EDUCATION.
Able and experienced teachers
School open the entire year.
Students may enter at any time.
ELEGANT CATALOGUE FREE.
E. J. Wki,GHT, Pres.,
N. E. Cor. 2i..A Walnut Ste.
Kv.
Effective Sunday, AN
NO. 888, DAILY,
Leaves Hopkinsville 6.4e a is,
Arrives Princeton., 7.40 a m
" Paducah 9.25 a in
Cairo. 11.35 am
Arrives St. Louis 
 
 p un6:10
Arrives Chicago 10:60 p in
•11,111•••
1 NO. 884, DAILY 
Leaves Hopkinsville 12:45 a in
Arrives Princeton 
 1:66 p in
" Henderson. 
 6:00 p m
" Evansville. 6:46 p in
Leaves Princeton 
 2:06 p InArrives Louisville 7:00 p M
Leaves Princeton. 2.38 p inArrives Paducah. 416 p mArrives Memphis. 10:60 p in
Arrives New Or lesne 10:00 a in
•••••••••••••••••••
NO 340 DAILY
Leaves Hopkinsville 4.30 p in
Arrives Princeton.. 6.80 p in
Leaves Princeton 2.67 a inArrives Louisville
Leaves Princeton
Arrives Memphis
7.50 am
2.86 a m
8'20 a in
" New Orleans 7.56 p in
No 841 daily ar.Hopkinsville 9:40a inNo 833 daily arrives " 3:60 p in
No 831 daily, arrives " 10:26 p
F. W. Harlow. D. P. A.,
Louisville, Ky. E. M, Sherwood,
Agt., Hopkinsville
Tennessee Central R R
TIME TABLE.
Effective Sunday March 20th
TRAIN NO. 9.
Passenger-Daily, Except, Sunday.
Lv. Hopkinsville 600 a inAr. 7.30 a inAr. Ashland City 8:45 amAr. Nashville 10:00 a in
TRAIN NO 11.
Mixed
-Daily Except Sunday.
Lv. Hopkinsville 9.00 a inAr. Clarksville 1.30 p inAr. Ashland City 3.30 p inAr. Nashville. 6.00 p in
TRAINS ARRIVE
At Hopkinsville daily except Sunday
No. 12-Mixed.. 300 p. m
No., 10-Passenger 8.00 p. m
E. H. HINTON, E. M. SHERWOOD
Traffic Manager, t.s
'. 4 •
SOCIETY WRECKED HER LIFE,
A Pretty New York Woman's Recovery
the Talk of tier Numerous Friends.
Mrs. J. E. Finn, 83 East High street,
Buffalo, N. Y., writes:
Peruita Medicine Co., Columbus, Ohio.
Gentlemen:—"A few years ago 1 had
to give up social life entirely, as my
health was completely broken down.
The doctor advised a complete rest for a
year. As this was out of the question
for a time, I began to look for some other
means of restoring my health.
"I had often heard of Peruna as an
excellent tonic, so I bought a bOttle te
see what it would do for me, and it cer-
tainly took hold of my system and re-
juvenated me, and in less thas two
months I was in perfect health, and now
when I feel worn out and tired a dose or
two of Peruna is all that I need."—Mrs.
J. E. Finn.
Address Dr. Hartman,PresIdent
of The Hartman Sanitarium, Co.
Iumbus, 0., for free advice.
THE KENTUCKIANS
PROMISING CLUB FORM-
ED IN NEW YORK.
Noted Names on List.-Hop-
kinsville Worked/
Up ,trl
y
ety.
"
\c/t seventy-five former Ken-
-, ,
met at Waldorf-Astoria in
ork one night this week, and
led upon plans for the organiza- 
,n of a society to be called ' The
.entuckians." Former Secretary
/and treasurer John G. Carlisle was
chairman of the meeting and former
United Statas Senator William Lind-
say was secretary.
Tbe credit for the organization is
as ascribed by the press despatches to
Joseph M. Hartfield and Paul Cook •
sey. Cooksey is a formet Bowling
Green citizen and Joe Hartfleld was
a popular Hopkinsville boy. :Hart-
field is only about twenty-one years
of age, but is already doing excel-
lently in the profession of lbw in
New York.
The following gentlemen have
been elected trustees of "The Ken-
tuckians:" John G. Carlisle, Wil-
liam Lindsay, John C. Latham, E.
R. Ryan, Dr. Virgil P. Gibney, John
E. Green, Evan Shelby, John R.
Dunlap, James Lane Allen, Harvey
Watterson, S. C. Henning, George
W. Johnson, John C. Breckinridge,
George H. Fearons, Francis B.
Dougla3, Can E. Schultze and Joe
M. Hartfield.
After the transaction of bultiness,
General Basil Duke, who was !found
at the Waldorf-Astoria, was called
upon to give the rebel yell. Ife re-
sponded with a speech. Otherii pres-
ent were Paul Cooksey, Willi4m R.
Bristow, Lucian Adkins, Dr. P. A.
Morris, George T. Minnigerodl, Wil-
liam J. Lampton, Hawthornei, Hill,
Howard Robinson, Frank Sttatton,
F. A. Wallace, Bonnycastle ttobin-
son, William Bayless, E. W. kelly,
and Joseph Wildberding.
It is the intention to have several
dinners annually, at which promi-
nent Kentuckians will respond to
toasts.
The lamily medicine in thousands of
homes for 62 yet—Dr. Thschtsla Livers:
.1., dad BIOCid STRIP.
TERRIBLE CHARGE
BROUGHT AGAINST TRIGG
COUNTY NEGROES
Accused of Having Slain
Two Children.-In Jail
At Cadiz.
Grant Thomas and wife, colored,
of near Roaring Springs, have been
arrested and placed in jail at Cadiz
on suspicion of having Oiled two of
Thomas' children by his first wife.
They were arrested on a warrant
sworn out by the mother of the chil-
dren and the first wife of Thomas.
They were four and five years old,re-
spectively, and had been missing
about ten days when their mother
learned of it, and had the warrants
issued. Thomas and his present wife
claimed they know nothing of the
whereabouts of the children. The
day they disappeared. April 19,
Thomas claims to have been work-
ing in the woods, and his wife left
home about 11 o'clock and went to a
neighbor's house, where she remain-
ed until 4 o'clock in the afternoon.
She left her three step children,aged
two, four and five years, locked up
in the house. and when she returned
the two older ones were missing,and
she suppostd their mother, who now
lives in Christian county, had gone
and carried them away. The white
people of the community are very
much wrought up o'er the affair,and
are making a thorough search for
the children.
Confederate Crosses.
1 Owing to the fact that Mr. Davis'birthday June the 3rd will be ob-served andiron crosses conferred oneach veberan who has filed creden-
tlals, the Ladies' Memorial associa-
tion and the Ned Meriwether Biv-
ouac will defer the ceremonies usual
to the nineteenth of May, to the
former date.
Any veterans who have not made
application for iron crosses will
please get papers from the adjutant
during the next week.
L. M. F. Blakemore,
Pres. U. D. C.
A SIMPLE QUESTION
Hopkinsville People are Re-
quested to Honestly Ans-
wer This.
Is not the word of a representative
citizen of Hopkinsville more con-
vincing than the doubtful utterances
of people living everywhere else in
the union? Read this:
J. W. Tanks, of 212 'West Seventh
St., who is employed at M. C. Forbes
Planing he, ill, says: "The condition
of my health was such as to cause
me a great deal of worry about my
future. I had an almost constant
aching across the small of my back
and the kidney secretions were high-
ly colored, excessive and irr4gular,
En fact, the disorder was so pro-
nounced that it had been said that it
bordered on diabetes. I also suffered
at this time with indigestion which
caused me a great deal of distress.
At one time I was scarcely able to do
any work at all for nearly a year. I
doctored and tried various remed'es
but nothing did me any good until I
used Doan's Kidney Pills which I
procured at Thomas & Trahern's drug
store. I had taken them only a few
days when I noticed a change for the
better and by the time I had finished
the box I found that they had
brought about so decided an improve-
ment in my condition as to convince
me of their real worth, and I am
more than thankful for the relief that
I have received."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo,
N. Y., sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name-Doan's-and
take no other.
Dawson Hotel Reopened.
The New :Century betel at Daw-
son was opened to patronage Sunday
by Reed & Wilcox, the lessees. Mr.
Ott Adams, of the Palmer house will
act as head clerk at the New Century
this summer, and G. J Strohnrnerg-
sir, of New York, will be the steward.
like: IAA. Wilcox will be the resident
•anal*
HERE'S A MYSTERY
(Special to New Era.)
LOUISVILLE, Ky., May 4—Chas.
Abram, sanitary inspector of the WITH LABO.RSDURINC RE-
Louisville health department, has CENT SESSION
mysteriously disappeared:
IMP
HIGHLY PLEASED
Mr. Robert J. Johnson, of this
c:ty, has been appointed inspector of
the second division of the Louisville
& Nashville railroad, with heal-
GIVEN PROMOTION. Correspondent ReviewsWork of Kentucky Mem-
bers in Congress.
The members of the Kentucky del-
quarters at Nashville. The position egation are pleased over the work in
is a promotion and carries with it the session just closed, says the
Mr. Johnson's friends here will be
glad to hear of his advancement He
has been in the L. & N. special ser-
vice several years.
Mr. Woodruff Named.
M. D. Holton, formerly of Padu-
cah, who has been master commis-
sioner of Calloway county, was not
reappointed by Judge Tom Cook.
The place went Monday to L. Y.
Woodruff, formerly editor of the
Murray Ledger. Mr. Holton and
Judge Cook are brothers-in-law.—
Paducah News-Democrat.
Will Tobin's Work.
"Rube" Tobin, the mau who did
good work for the Red Men's carni-
val last fall by playing a "rube" on
the streets, has been sent to the city
by the Munday company, and this
morning left over the N. C. and St.
L., to work all towns between Padu-
cah and Jackson, Tenn. He will
then go as far as Dyersburg on the I.
C., then to Cairo, to Princeton, and
across to Illinois towns before the
carnival advertising thoroughly in
his unique way the Paducah aurae-
tions.—Paducah Sun.
Octogenarian Dies..
Lucretia Broaddus, colored, died
at the home of her son-in-law, Cor-
oner James Allensworth Tuesday
night of old age. She was one Of the
oldest colored persons of this city,
having passed her eighty-sixth birth-
day:
.011.•
increased salary and responsibility. ' Washington correspondent of the
Louisville Times. The status of the
delegation was higher, it is claimed,
than for several sessions previous.
All the members worked and worked
hard. They not only gave attention
to their routine congressional duties,
but to party matters, and the records
of both houses will show how faith-
ful they were in the discharge of
their duties.
This also applies to Dr. W. God-
frey Hunter, the only Republican in
the delegation. While b-ing a strict
party man, Dr. Hunter is always for
Kentucky and never failed to strike
hands with the Democrats from his
state in an endeavor to be of service
to the state. Mr. James took rank as
one of the best speakers on the Dem-
ocratic side.
Representatives Smith, Stanley,
Hopkins and Rhea succeeded in se-
curing the passage of legislation In
the house favorable to the tobacco
growers of the state.
Representative Kehoe got more for
his district than probably any other
member. Representative Sherley led
a fight against bills aimed at the
whiskey and tobacco irdustries of
Louisville and won both of them.
He was also successful in securing
the psssage of a'good deal of legisla-
tion for his constituent. Representa-
tive Gilbert made a good record and
distinguished himself as a hard-
working and energetic member.
In the senate Mr. McCreary took
front rank as a worker and delivered
two not ible speeches. Mr. Blackburn,
next to Senator Gorman, was per-
haps tne most active man in steering
the minority.
TO LOAN.—$1.000 on good real es-
tate security. Hunter Wood & Son.
1
Certainty of cure
to sufferers from
Specific blood poisoning
GUARANTEE
Foerg Remedy Co., Evansville, Ind.
Capital Stock $30.000 Fully Pahl.
This certificate Steen with eery purchase of six lbotties of
FOERG'S REMEPY
considerationRemIen th s  of Five ($5.00) paid for six bottles of Foerg's
dy,
  — day of   !90_, and & considera-
tion of you using these six bottles exactly according to directions, for
Specific Blood Poison or Scrofula, the undersigned agrees to pay to
State  
Dollars, provided no benefit is derived
from the six bottles, and this certificate is returned to the undersigne
within four months.
Town Signed
with 
tr 
vWe guarantee the payment of Fite Dollars 0500 in accorda 
w
nce act printed abo e.
tcon (Druggist Sign Here.)
 
agrThe officer. e ments and managers of Poerp 
ReiredyFt:00E.,RoGreRkEnoMviE,DroYmeCO.p. erThighsonoMilamyeass, mSe:m. aondf
inrrtegaari. ty
and probity, and it is my firin belief that all confidence can be placed in their statements and
S. P. GILL.1111T, President Citizens National Bank, Eransrilk,
The above is • copy of our printed form of guarantee. This absolutely covers the
means that if you are not cured every cent of 3 our money will be refunded to you.
With the above information before you if you goon suffering from the curse of poi*ined blood,
either primary, constitutional or as a result of mercurial treatment, don't rail at fate but simply
blame yourself, for here is a cure—absolute and sure. Tainted blood manifests itself in the form
of Scrofula, Eczema. Rheumatic pains, stiff or swollen joints, eruptions or copper-colored spota
on the face or body, little ulcers in the mouth or on the tongue, sore throat swollen tonsils.
falling out of the hair or eyebrows and finally a leprous-like decay of the flesh and bones. If youhave any one of these symptoms dont delay till too late hut go to your druggist and get a bottle d
FOERG'S REMEDY THE GREATBLOOD PURIFIER
ALL DRUGGISTS GUARANTEE IT.
If your druggist does not handle this remedy send us 11.00 'or one bottle or $5.00 for sixbottles and absolute guarantee fac-simile of which is published above. All packages sent inplain wrappers. All correspondence strictly confidential.
FOERO REMEDY CO., . . Evansville, Ind.
Sold localli bs
For sale by Ray & Fowler and L L Elgin.
WOULD NOT ACCEPT
(Special to New Era)
WASHINGTON, D. C., May 4.—
Speaker Cannon said yesterday that
if the Republican nomination for the
vice presidency were tendered him,
he would not accept it under any cir-
cumstances; that he preferred to re-
main in the house and again be the
speaker if the Republicans control
that body in the next congress.
Taking Examinations.
The engineers, brakemen and fire-
men of the Illinois Central are going
by twos and threes or in such num-
bers as may get off to Evansville for
the purpose of taking the examina-
tion on the L. & L. book of rules pre-
paratory to commencing the run-
ning of I. C. trains over the L. & N.
road between Henderson and Evans-
ville.
M. & F. COLLEGE.
The commencement exercises of
M. & F. college, colored, will take
place May 18-24 and a program of
great interest has been arranged for
the occasion by President P. T. Fra-
zer.
Chief among several noted speak-
ers who will participate will be Pres-
ident W. H. Councill,of the Normal,
Agricultural and Mechanical Col-
lege of Normal, Alabama, who has
been doing a remarkable work among
the negroes of the South and whose
fame is widespread. John Temple
Graves says: "Counoill is the great-
est negro of his day and age."
The M. & F. college, under Presi-
dent Frazer's management, has
achieved notable results. The insti-
tution is greatly in need of another
building and an effort will be made
to secure funds for it by subscrip-
tions from all who will aid in the
cause.
s
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TO DATE
Goliaths are pot extinct. The portly
gentleman on tieright is Mr. Trust Go-
liath, of the Binder Trust Family, walking
over the down-trodden farmers.
The little man below is David, the Os-
borne man,who with the pebble,"farmers'
opinion," will smite Goliath to the earth.
Before this season is over the peacock
feathers in his silk tile will be singed to a
sad brown color if the wheat growers of
the country are on to their jobs.
This giant trust is made up of the Deer-
ing, Milwaukee, McCormick, Plano and
Champion—$12C,000,000 worth of op-
pnission.
THE OSBORNE is not in the
trust. Better buy the Osborne.
Forbes M'f'g Co,
-6‘44.4444444
AI/
,014
r
INTERNATIONAL
120.000,000
Cs
(
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WATCHING WOMEN FOR THE VETERANS
'I 
*FRIENDLESS GIRLS WILL SOME INFORMATION OF
BE SHIELDED. MUCH INTEREST.
-••• ,.. W. C. T. U. Will Have lien-:,
trios at All the Railroad
Stations.
I
I
questions of women at the station
wearing badges, or of police officers,
much unhappiness may be &vetted.
11 The St. Louis W. C. T. U. has done
all this work without a dollar coming
f to them outside the state. The chris-
1
 
tian people are wide awake and are
doing all that is possible to protect
strangers from harm. It Is much
better for the preen and for christian
people to inform girls of places where
they can get reliable information and
respectable boarding than to raise
inch a hus and cry over the utter
falsehood. That there is much evil
in Sr. Louis cannot be denied; we
wish we could truthfully say there is
not an hum .iral 108Ort in St. Louis,
but we all know in flay large city, as
well as in small ones, there are evil
people ready to commit evil deeds.
What we want to do is to protect
e innocent girls, and this we be-
eve we will be able to do. No gir
enter Union station and inquire
he badged women without reeeiv
d advice, and we ask the White
tibboners everywhere to circulate
this information. Get it put In the
local papers. Place dodgers in the
etations, churches and all public
Laois. It is not safe to trust strang-
e, whether they be men or women,
is. they wear a badge represent-
owe society or a polioeman's%
0 In.
1
Efforts are being made by the W.
C. T. U. and the Salvation Army,
aided by kindred organizations, to
• fight what they term the "ViCe
trust," which is said to have sprung
existence because of the oppor+
filtoAded for wrong-doing a4
World's Fair. To this
a letter has been sent
:44 organizations by
;the St. St. Loulei
W. C. T. U4
otect the young
y in the hope oil
,aployment.
exposition of-1
*hristian peo-:
reduce vice to
T. U. has a
ressue de-
tation. Wo-
.1 be at the
,ited girls. Of
-Ind Salvation
firmed.
ers have gone
showing local
be protected,
Women's so-
me banded to-
:heap, respecta-
•313 for innocent
,sg to the city. It
the badged won,-
' they will direct
,/nes. ,be Work of
as to secure the cir-
g the names and give
/coming to the city.
secured these boarding
1Jur own women, they are
Ma as are offered by the
,n Army and are only for111P-
Hitt .t working girls who need •
trefugk-while seeking employment.
If our women all over the United
States, after reading this article, will
visit the stations, meeting out-going
trains bound for St. Louis and will
Oseek out girls coming here and tell
them there is safety only in asking
Important Circular Issued
By the Committee on
Entertainment.
For guidance of veterans, the gen-
eral committee on entertainment has
issued the following circular for the
reunion:
In compliance with the recommen-
dations of the convention of the
United Confederate veterans held at
New Orleans, the committee having
in charge the reunion to be held in
Nashville, June 14, 16, 16, have de-
cided to make the entertainment of
the old soldiers the principal feature
of the reunion.
The usual railroad rates have been
granted. For particulars. see rail-
road folders or agent at your station.
The sponsors and maids of Lonor
will bear their own expenses.
Entertainment at the hotels can
be had: American plan, $1 to $4 50 a
day; European plan, 25 cents to 76
cents and up.
In addibion to the hotels, there are
numerous boarding houses and pri-
vate families who will accept guests.
Rates for board and lodging from $1
to $1.60 per day. Lodging without
board, from 60c to $1.
Those who desire accommodations
at the hotels, will apply at once gi-
rect to the hotel; those who desire
,.board and lodging or lodging only,
At boarding houses or private fami-
lies, address the secretary of this
committee.
Nashville has ample restaurant fa-
eilittes at usual popular prices.
- All veterans who so desire, will
be entertained by the committee.
Meals will be served oaring the en-
tire reunion at Hay Market Square,
from 6 o'clock in morning until 6 in
evening, beginning on the morning
of Tuesday, June 14th, and not be-
fore.
Sleeping accommodations will be
provided, embracing cots only. All
Veterans who desire these privileges
W411 bring blankets and towels with
them.
None but Confederate veterans
wearing badges will be admitted to
itidging quarters and meals at the
Hay Market.
All badges will be distributed by
the badge committee at general
hieadquarters, at Ward Seminary.
All organized bodies of veterans
Who are coming to the reunion, ex-
pleating the privileges of quarters and
meals will notify the secretary of
this committee at Nashville as many
days as possible before the reunion,
as to the number coming.
Horses for the parade can be pro-
cured for $2 each, without saddler,.
The supply of saddles is so limited
that all atiao contemplate participat-
ing in the parade mounted are urged
to bring their saddles with them.
parriages wiLl be provided for the
otiiief, department and division spon-
sors and thir maids of honor for the
parade.
The headquartgrs'of the command-
er-in-chief and adjutant general will
beat the Maxwell House.
bepartn3ent and division hea$:-
quarters will be at the Hume an
Fogg schools, at the coiner of Broao
and Spruce streets, one block from
the Union station.
The ladies' parlors of the First
Presbyterian churoh, on Church 8t,,
near the Maxwell House, have been
seciured for the Southern Confeder-
Meld Memorial Association.
The Jefferson Davis memorial ser-
will be held at Christ church,
BrOad street, Tuesday morning, June
14,!at 10:80 o'clock. The address on
Died at Asylum. the occasion will be made by the
Right Reverend Thomas F. Gailor,
bishop of Tennessee.
The Association of Medical Officers
of the Army and Navy of the Confed-
eracy will meet in the building of
the medical department of the Uni-
versity of Tenr.eseee on Broad street
between High and Vine, at 10 o'olock
Tuesday morning, June 14th, and at
sublequent times pursuant to 'ad-
joarpment, no as not to conflict with
the general reunion services.
Immediately upon arrival, due-
tee and veterans will be met at theThe second mortgage is a -8n
 
t'as by committees and escort.4 to.
Tolbert, a patienOst the Wes-
ntuoky Asylum' for thee In-
at the institution Tuesday.
oufwas shipped to Owensboro
IM lint.
True.:
for $12,8-0MINZhide
The road is three bun.
best
miles In length from Hoph,
•.•
Harriman, Tenn.
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:: est and the fit and wear of Alco Brand Clothing are as good as any 44
: tailor-made So why pay a tailor thirty-five or forty dollars for a suit:• • when you can get an Alco Suit from us for less than half what the: •: tailor will charge you. 
. •
•: If you do not buy the Alco Brand you do not buy the best. Call and :• 
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:see us and we will show you the swellest line of clothing in the city. •
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CLOTHING
s-4-•
That is why Alco Brand Cloth-
: ing has won its way to the favor
of the public.
the best. The styles are the lat-
'Sold
 by
 Tlic John Moayon C
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HAND...mADE IT Is mADE
L•00••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••:
committee headquarters at Ward
Seminary, two blocks from Union
station, and one block from all state
headquarters, where they will be as-
signed.
The parade will be held Thursday
morning, June Id, forming promptly
at 9:30 o'clock.
For the purpose of securing homes,
lodging, carriages, horses or infor-
mation of any character, address L.
R Eeetman, Secretary of Reunion
Committee, Nashville, Tenn.
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Sent to the Asylum.
Commodore Wilson, of the Dalton
country, was adjudged to be of un-
sound mind yesterday an was con-
veyed to the Hopkinsville Asylern
for the insane. His mind had been
affected for the past two years.—
Madisonville Hustler.
One Minute Cough Cure
leap i:ounhs. Colds and Creme.
TO REMOVE
FRECKLES AND PIMPLES
in 10 days use
ASTINOLA
IT BEAUTIFIES
THE COMPLEXION.
NES-RUNS TINOS TO SUIT'
HIMSELF IN THE CONVENTION.
His Was the Directing Hand.--Former Gov.
Bradley, Richard P. Ernst, George W.
Long and E. E. Underwood, a Ne-
gro, Delegates at Large.
(Special to New Era,) been held up ft r some time by form-
LOUISVILLE, Ky., May 4,— or 0Ongressman John D. White, whoSATINoLA le a new Alseovery aren• John W. Yorkes,00mtnissioner of in- was finally howled down., euteed, end money will b. refunded If It ternal revenue and President Rom- The platform adopted indoress thefall. to remove 'freckles. l'implos,l.iv-
velt's personal representative iner Moots, lilaoltheads, Tan, Discoloration*6 Disfiguring Eruptions; ordinary oases Kentucky, whipped into line thatdays, the worse no matter how long
st nding in 15 to 2o days. After these defects portion of the Republiean party
are removed the skin will be soft, clear and
beautifJ1. Price 50c at druggists or by mail.
Thousands of ladies testify to the merits of
14atinola.
Mr Harry M Tatum writes:
Paducah, Ky, April 9, 1904
?rational Toilet Co., Paris, Than
• 
Gentlemen--I have been troubled with
dark brown freckles since childhood. I tried
various creams and acids without results, I
recently used less than one box of yosr Hat-
Mole and the freckles are entirely removed
oomplexiongis clear and smooth.
9 p
PARIS, : : : : TENN.
temporary °Miamian, be made per- I election."parsold in Honkinsville by L. L.B iu, Thom" Trshern
 and 000k maneht chairman. The motion was Mr. Yerkes, during the evening,I -Hi; sine; mwf eiarriedinanlmo.usly after it had I moved that the rules be suspended )4
RIGHT!
NATIONAL TOILET CO
administration of President Roose-
velt, "which, following as it has
done, the policy of William McKin-
ley, has continued with unabatedwhich Is opposed to an office-held- foroe the marvelous prosperity withing machine and completely domi- which our country has been blessednoted the Republican State oonven- I since the return of the Republicantion in Louisville yesterday. party to power in 1897."
In two speeches which brought It continues:
him ovations, ex-Gov.W. O. Bradley, "In view of his record and career,inevitable, declared for harmony. we instruct our delegates to theHe moved that the rules be suspen- Chicago convention to vote as a unitded before the report of the commit- for the nomination of Theodoretee on credentials should be an- Roosevelt as a candidate for thenounced, and that Mr. Yerkes, the presidency at the coming national
and Mr. Bradley unanimously chos-
en as one of the four delegates-at-
large to the national convention.
The motion carried. The repnrt of
the committee on credentials seated
the "regular" or Yerkes delegations
in eight contested counties, includ-
ing Campbell and Kenton.
Richard P. Ernst. of Covington,
and George W. Long, of Leitchfield,
were nominated by acclamation to
serve with Mr. Bradley, leaving one
more delegate at-large to be selected.
The practice of previous stste con-
ventions having been to nsme *
negro delegate- at-large, the remain-
ing position on the delegation-,was
contested for by several of that rilve.
Dr. E. E. Underwood, f Frankfoxp,
was nominated.
The delegates to the national con-
vendor' met at the Galt House this
morning and organized. They elect-
ed Mr. Yerkes national committee-
man.
Revenue Agent.
Mr. R. C. Shelley, internal revenue
agent for Kentucky, has been trans-ferred temporarily to the department
of Tennessee and Arkansas, and his
office in this state at Louniville is in
char:e of Major R. A. Hancock,chief
assistant. The two southern depart-
ments have been consolidatsd and
the agent has not yet been appointed.
Missionary Meeting.
The third circle of Bethel associa-
tion wiU meet with the Olivet Bap-
tist church at 10 a. m., May 29th and
30th, 1904.
The program follows.
1. Missions in Japan—J S Pate, H C
McGill.
2. Life of;Judson--W W Radford, 0
Bradehaw,
8. Now can we beet reach and bens.
fit our mountain people In Ken-
tuoky—Dr J D Clardy,
4. The security of the believer as
taught in the Bible-0 D Bell,
Jno W T Givens.
6. Relation of the deacons
church—A F O'Kelly.
8. Relation of the church to the des-
oons—J F Garnett,
7. Sunday school mass meeting. Ser.
tnon—Jno W T Givens.
The churches are requested to send
representatives with their quarterly
contributions to missions, and all
friends to mlasions are cordially in-
vited to take part in this meeting.
B. J. Lowry, Pres.
. E. C. Radford, Seciy.
to the
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Semi-Weekly St. Louis Republic .
Semi-Weekly Globe- Demoo rat 
Weekly Cincinnati Enquirer.
Semi-Weekly Nashville American  
Weekly Louisville Commercial 
Tr -Weekly New York World 
Daily Louisville Post 
Home and Farm 
National Magazine-Boston..1 
Weekly Masai...Constitution . ......175
Weekly New York Tribune ......... 1 25
Tr -Weekly New York Tribune.........175 
Farmer's Home Journal, new
subscribers only. . . 1 75
Special clubbing rates with any magazine
newspaper published in the United States
COURT DIRECTORY.
Outcrrrr °OUST-First Monday in June
and fourth Monday in February and Sep-
tember.
QUARTERLY WITHT--SSOMId Mondays
in January, April, July and October.
FISCAL °CURT-First Tuesday in April
Ind October.
COUNTY COURT—First Monday in every
month.
— 
ADVERTISING RATES:—
One inch, first insertion /I 1 50
One inch, one mouth. 100
One inch, three months  6 00
One inch, six months.    900
One inch, one year .. 15C0
Additional rates may be had by applica-
tion at the office.
Transient advertising must be paid for in
advance.
Charges for yearly advertisements will be
isollect4-41 quarterly.
111All advertisements inserted without spee-
ded time will be charged for until ordered
out.
Announcements of Marriages and Deaths,
not ezceeding nye lines, and notices of
prdaching puhlished gratis.
, Obituary Notices, Resolutions of Respect,
suclutlier similar notices. five cents per 1111,3
Democratic Ticket.
For Congress,
HON. A. 0. STANLEY,
of Henderson.
The total capital of industrial
trusts is $7,246,342,588. Those organ-
ized since January 1, 1898, ropresent
the enormous sum of $6,606,018,500.
That is to say, more than:nine-tenths
of existing trusts have been organ-
ized since the Republican party re-
turned to power 1897. They have
sprang up ami flourished under a
Republican administration to an ex-
tent beyond anything "previously
knovrrr:
West Virginia is very unhappy.
The Elkins boom for vice prescient
wit/launched some mouths ago, but
itAas suddenly turned tur*le.
owe/ The Chicago Republicat. commit-
tee is willing co p ty all ordinary
bills at Chicago incidenilal to the
nomination of Roosevelt, but it kicks
back when struck for champagne,
Chateau, Yqu.trn, coaches, palace
cars, tips to the hotel clerks, and
other trifles.
In view of the proposition origini-
natilig with a horrified E aglieh om-
an that separate surf bathing shall
be enacted for the sexes at the New
Jersey seaside resorts, perhaps it
would be well to make the reform
thorough by requiring sepa,tate
OCeallb.
Dr. E. Benjamin Audrea s one 01
the wise men who talk against race
suicide, declares that the .R ,osevelt
Idea can be over done and that ten
c'aildren is too many. Niiw, if the
doctor will only say how Many is too
few, we shall begin to have some-
thing to go by.
FROM LAST TO FIRST
People used to take plain
cod liver oil for coughs, colds,
throat and lung troubles after
other remedies had failed.
Scott's Emulsion is the'
modern idea of cod iver oil
—the fiist instead of , the last
resort when such *ilments
appear.
The taste of the Oil is not
apparent and the oil ,itself is
partly digested —mgkes it
easy for the stomach.! Scott's
Emulsion is a quick, reliable
help at all ages.
We'll send you a sample free upon request.
SCOTT & BOWNE, zee Pearl S York.
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THE NEW ERA
-11111L1-41-iEleAY-
Ncw Era Printing 1 Publish'g Co
OFFICE:—New Era Building, Seventh
Street, near Main, Hopkintiville, Ky.
$1.00 A lfAR.
_
at eeeived at the postothee in Hopkinsvi tie
as seound-olass mail matter
—  
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—CLUBBING RATES:—
The WEAKLY New ERA and the following
paper one year:
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Life Plant
the most marvelous medical discov-
ery the world has ever known, will
quickly and permanently cure
RHEUMATISM, CA1 AREH and
all BLOOD DISEASES—It strikes at
the very root oi the disease-by
driving the poison from the blood-
and replacing it with pure rich blood
—DISEASE can not EXIST when
the BLOOD is PURE. LIFE PLANT
makes it so, then nature does her
part and disease is soon forgotten in
the enjoyment of perfect health.
Our guarantee is-NO CURE NO
PAY.
Mrs. Chas. Spach, of Fifth St., New
Philadelphia, 0„ says:-For three months
I had rheumatism in a very severe form.
My feet were so badly swollen that they
felt as if I were standing on needles.
Could walk only with great difficulty and
severe pain. The pan was so severe Si
to give many sleepli-as hours at night. I
was a great sufferer. Could find no re-
lief until I took LIFE PLANT. Two
bottle. cured me. I cannot say too
much for it.
MFG. ONLY BY
THE LIFE PLANT CO.,
CANTON, 0.
The Tbibetans are queer fellows
not to understand that they are be-
ing benevolently assimilated by
those British machine guns. They
actually defend their country against
an invader! That is what comes from
not being in touch with the world.
In a speech on the tariff on Mon-
day, Senator Bacon proved that our
sewing machines, sold for $15 in
England cost $25 in this country, and
that American steel rails could be
bought $5 a ton cheaper in England
than in Pennsylvania or Alabama.
That is a serious warning that
comes from Texas, "that no man who
parts his hair in the middle can ever
carry Texas forthe presidency." It
is a winged shaft leveled at Mr.
Hearst, and one that must give him
pause. One must sacrifice much in
running for the presidency, and .if
Mr. Hearst will discard his middle
parting, and blaze out a new capi-
iary pathway lower down on the
side of his dome of thought, he may
yet stem the stampede that threat-
ens in Texas.
STATE CONVENTION
The Biennial State convention of
the Kentucky Christian Endeavor
union, of which the Rev. J. L. Wy-
att, D D., of this city, is president,
will meet at Glasgow May 6. 7 and 8.
President Wyatt has arrange i for a
round trip rate of one and one-third
fare, plus 25 lents. A strong pro
gram has been prepared, among the
4 peaker8 being Revs. H. W. Mc-
Laughlin, Henry H. Sweets and 1'
M. Hawes, of Louisville; WilLain T.
Wells and E. B. Kuntz, of Bowling
Green; W. E. Ellis, of Cyothians,
and the general secretary, Mr. Van
Ogden Vogt, of Boston. A side trip
to Matnitioth Cave on the
int, the convention will be taken by
many of the delegates. It will not be
necessary to be delegates to the con-
vention in order to secure advautage
of the rates.
ANNUAL MEETING.
The thirtieth annual meeting of the
South Kentucky Christian Mission-
ary and Sunday school association
will be held at Corydon May 23-26.
The railroads will carry delegates at
full fare to the convention and one-
third fare returning, provided certif-
icates are secured at starting points.
All who expect to attend should send
their names to J. . Ligon,Corydon,
ten days before the convention.
CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children.
The Kind You Hare Always Bought
Bears the
Signature of 1Z4di
The family medicine in. thousands of
homes for 52 years-Dr. Thacher's Lirer
and Blood-Syrup.
:
-1-.1•11•16.
Sunday
School
Lesson
Text, Luke xii,
35-48;GoldenText
Luke ii, 37.
J mmentary,
prepars.d by Rev.
D. M. Stearns.
Lesson VI, 2nd Quarter, May 8.
[Copyright, 1904, by American Press Association.]
There is a vast amount of religion or
religiousness which is not real. It is
merely outward form, like the chaff
which has the form of the wheat, but
there is nothing within. The scribes
and the Pharisees of our Lord's time
had an abundance of that kind, and He
called them hypocrites, those who play
a part, like actors on a stage. In 'Matt.
xxiii he so called them seven times,
and in the first verse of our lesson
chapter He said, "Beware ye of the
leaven of the Pharisees, which is hy-
pocrisy." Leaven in Scripture is in-
variably something evil, corrupt and
corrupting. Even in •Matt. xlii and
parallel passages it refers to the cor-
rupted food of the church in this pres-
ent age called the mystery of the king-
dom, the teaching which, according to
the last part of our lesson, encourages
those who profess to be servants, but
scoff at the coming of Christ and min-
gle with the world.
• A true child of God and servant of
Christ is heartily "with Him," hears
the word of God and keeps it, has a
single eye to the glory of God, lays up
treasure in heaven, in all things seeks
the kingdom, has qo anxiety about tem-
poral affairs and no fear of death. The
man of the world and the hypocrite, on
the contrary, are always seeking more
of this world and living unto them-
selves. See chapter xi (23, 28, 34) and
the portion of chapter xii up to where
our lesson begins.
As the redeemed of the Lord, risen
with Christ, our affections are there
where He is, at the right hand of God.
We believe that our life is hid with
Christ in God, that He has given us
His kingdom and glory and that we
are here as His witnesses to testify of
His grace and show forth His praises,
ministers of Christ and stewards of the
mysteries of God (Col. iii, 1-3; I Thess.
ii, 12; I Pet. 11, 9; I Cot. iv, 2). As such
we are decidedly not of this world, but
with 'bins girded and lights burning
we wait for our Lord from heaven-
"waiting for the coining of our Lord
Jesus Christ," "serving the living and
true God and waiting for His Son
from heaven" (I Cor. 1, 7; I Thess. I.
9, 10). See also I Pet. 1. 13.
In verses 37 and 38 of our lesson the
attitude is not only waiting, but,watch-
ing-that is, expecting, for we will not
be apt to watch for what we do not ex-
pect. It is written in Heb. x, 12. 13,
that after the Lord Jesus had offered
one sacrifice for sins forever He sat
down on the right hand of God, from
henceforth expecting till Ills enemies
be made His footstool. In Rom. viii.
19-23, not only the whole creation, but
believers also who have the first fruits
of the spirit, are said to be waiting
eagerly and groaning for that redetnp-
don time when He shall come again.
We must note the difference between
Ms teaching to IsrAel in the-gospels and
the teaching to the church in the epis-
tles concerning His coming again. In
the gospels it is generally His coming
in glory, as in the Old Testament, with
special reference to Israel and the na-
tions, but in the epistles it is His com-
ing to the air for His church (the first
stage of His coming), or, if it is the
last stage, His coining in glory, then
the church is represented as coming
with Him. Verse 36 of our lesson can-
not be a 'message for the church except
In so far as the ,"waiting" is concern-
ed. for when our Lord returns from the
wedding the church will be with Him.
The last part of our lesson is devoted
to the "faithful and wise steward" or
the opposite, and the matter of person-
al responsibility is set forth. Four
times we have the phrase "that serv-
ant," referring both to real servants
and to hypocrites whose portion will
be with unbelievers. The wise servant
Is exemplified in the five wise virgins
of Matt. x7.v, and the faithful servant
Is seen in the men with the five and the
two talents in the same chapter and in
the men whose pounds gained ten and
five pounds in Luke xix. The faithful
servant is not only rewarded. but who
can tell how much Is incirded in the
words "ruler over all that he bath?"
(Verse 44.) We cannot but think of
"with me in my throne" and "we shall
rei:;n on the earth" (Rev. Iii, 21; v, 10).
That which our Lord gives us He ex-
pects us to use faithfully in His serv-
ice, giving the gospel to every creature
and rightly dividing the Word of truth
to His redeemed, keeping in view that
we must render an account of our
stewardship. He wants a people rooted
and grounded in love, rooted and built
up in Him and established in the faith
(Eph. iii. 17; Col. II, 7), and this can be
accomplished only by the word of God
faithfully ministered by the Holy Spir-
it through His servants. Dreadful will
be the loss of those who have given
stones for bread, things intellectual
and ethical instead of meat in due sea-
eon. The stripes will be in proportion
to knowledge and opportunity abused.
The servant who is cast out with un-
believers never was a true servant, but
one like Judas Iscariot, who was only
of the number of the twelve, for a true
child of God can never perish (John z,
27-29; Phil. I. 6). All are lost, whether
professors of religion or openly ungod-
ly, because they have not received the
Lord Jesus Christ as their Saviour, but
punishment shall be according to de-
sert. All are saved who are redeemed
by His precious blood, and all equally
saved, for there are no degrees in safe-
ty, but rewards shall be according to
faithful service, even as He said, "Be-
hold, I come quickly, and my reward is
with me to give every one according as
his work shall be" (Rev. xxii, 12). See
also II John 8.
NEW BUNCO GAME SMITHS INVITED
IS BEINC WORKED IN 'TO A CREAT REUNION IN
SOUTHERN KENTUCKY KENTUCKY.
Strangers Find Counterfeit
Money ard Trade it
For Bills.
A cleverer scheme than the gold
brick method is said to have been
successfully worked on a good man
in our neighboring county of War-
ren, but as we have failed to see an
account of it in the papers we have
some doubt about it, says the Frank-
lin Favorite. The story goes that the
game was worked on a gentleman
who not Jong ago was a victim of the
gold brick enterprise. It was done
aft r this fashion:
Strangers appear ,in a neighbor-
hood and Itcate a hollow tree on the
premises of some thrifty farmerjand
into the hollow dump a bushel, more
or less, of spurious silver dollars
They next go to the house of the own-
er of the farm, and tell him they have
discovered on his farm a hollow tree
filled with silver dollars and take
him to it, pull out the money and
tell him inasmuch as they made the
discovery and were honest enough to
notify him of the mysterious find,
they think the fair thing for him to
do would be to divide the money
with them. It generally works well.
After getting the money out and
counting it, the strangers conclude
that the burden is too heavy for
• ea them and either exchange it for bills
or a check, and depart, leaving the
,,unsuspecting victim with as many
r 
spurious silver dollars at he can wag.
.. ••
Louisville Man Willing to
Spend $25,000 in Enter-
taining Family.
The Smith family, not specifically,
but generally, will assemble in Lou-
isville this fall, if the plan of John
Cabell Smith, a wealthy Kentuck-
ian, is concurred in by the Smitns at
large.
Smith has issued a general invita-
tion through the press to the Smiths
of ths country to assemble in Louis-
ville for a three days' reunion, and
he will defray all the expenses of en-
tertainment. He says he is willing
to spend $26,000 on his project,. but
that he will drop it unless he receives
assurance that the Smith family of
the United States will be represent-
ed by a fair proportion of those bear-
ing the name.
"There is no reason why several
thousand should not attend," he
says, "and in that event we could fix
up a parade and other festivities that
would startle the world. I want men,
women and children and I want
them to come prepared for a hilari-
ous time. I want all who can come
to notify me so that I can proceed
with my plans."
_
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DoWItt's KZ. Saive
co.' Plies, Owens. Sorg
Painless, Natural Childbirth.
Baby's corning into the world should be preceded by a certain preparation on
the part of every leomaa who expects to become a mother. She owes it as a
every 
t 
means 
us:,bitohnl 
babe,ini her 
 
and to herself; her duty to her unborn babe is to use
power to aid his entrance into the world. Baby cannot
help himself in this ordeal, therefore mother must. He has a hard enough time
after his arrival, 10 let es make his coming easy. His health in after life depends
greatly upon tile inanner of his coming: would you have your child a cripple, or
weuld you have him a tower of strength? Strong men are but
grown-up children; a famous surgeon in Vienna is devoting his
life
-work to the cure of little helpless cripples, deformed by
birth; do not allow your child to become a cripple.
Mother's Friend
Is a liniment which will forestall any possibility of accident at
birth ; that is, it relaxes all the abdominal muscles and tissues,
and permits of an easy access to the child. It eases the mother's
pain, and so assists nature that when baby comes he starts
out in life with a constitution well able to fight life's battles.
and to bloom into strong pure manhood that is the comfort
and delight of every true mother's heart.
One dollar is the price at all drug stores. Send for our
book on "Motherhood." It is free.
Bradfield Regulator 001 'j"
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THE LATEST-m,'
POPULAR VET-
Fasnion has decreed that for the/
spring street costume to be comp
long veil must be worn. This 4
Bible addition as the veil afford?
tion to the face from the sun an
OUR STOCK CONTAINS
LATEST COLORS AND
In these veils and in all gr
lengths. As is the case with
stock these veils are brand IA
and the latest thing out:
CALL AND SEE THE
Miss Fannie R4
210 South Main St
si)aae • ..• • • •
HESE are the days of TRUSt
But buy your BINDERS from \
They are STANDARD machinesl%
can be trusted,
Ana the repairs on them wcn't
you "busted."
There are other things in shape
BINDERS.
But as such, they are faint reminders
And if you will try them so you will
say,
As others have said in by-gone days,
So come and purchase something good
And don't buy a pile of IRON AND
WOOD.
4
keepAk-
of
4/1' PlantersHardwareCo
7),33,34)(INCORPORATED.)
Monuments at Lowest PriceCemetery WorA 
Tombstones Iron Fencing 
MarKersle lif TT 
_ntil further. notice I
be found at FA Yost & Co.. South Main Street
Nt obt ',,I21 _Brow
.,,
11 1 fiePgVikkg
Capital Paid In.. $100,000.00
Surplus  ... .29,000.00
Henry C. Gant,
J. E McPherson,
H L McPherson,
- - • President
- - Cashier
- - - Asst. Cashier
We solicit the accounts of Firms, Corporations and Individ
uale, promising prompt, courteous treatment to all, and every
accommodation, consistent with conservative banking.
If contemplating opening an account, or making any changein existing relations, would be glad to correspond with you.
; • '
•
•. -
• A. D.. j!'1'
UNUSUALLY WARM
WILL BE THE WEATHER
IN MAY.
That's the Prediction of
• Hicks.—Forecasts of the
Prophet.
About the 1st to 3d look for change
to very warm, starting in the west
and spreading eastward. The ba-
rometer will fall to very low read-
ings and from about the 3d to 6th vi-
olent storms will pass eastwardly
f?er Apost parts of the country. This
is a tioae when tornadoes are very
Haavy downpour of rain
and hall, with great electrical dig-
plaas, will most likely attend these
disturbances. Behind these storms,
look for high barometer, west winds
and gales, and sudden change to very
cool. Frosts need not surprise any
one in all central to northern sec-
tions of the country.
Reactionary storm conditions will
return on the 8th, 9th and 10th, bring-
ing a return of high temperatu,re,
low barometer, great humidity, and
• more storms of greater or less viol-
ence and danger.
If a sudden high barometer devel-
ops behind the rain and thunder
storms about tbe 10th, regions to the
northward may look for frost.
About the 14th look for change to
warmer, the barometer will again
fall to low readings and another se-
ries of rain, wind and thunder storms
will take up their eastward march
across the country, culminating on
and touching the 14th 6th, and 16th.
The next return of storm condi-
tions will be from the 20th to 23rd.
See if marked change to warmer,
falling barometer and more active
storms of thunder and rain do not
spread progressively over the coun-
try from west to oast during;the days
\ named. The crisis of these storms
\will fall on and touching the 22nd
•PrInd 23rd.
'The last storm period for the month
is central on the 26th, covering the
24th te 29th. This period will come
in with rising temperature, the ba-
rometer will fall decidedly in all
western parts by the 26th, and dur-
ng the 27th, 28th and 29th most parts
of the country will be touched by ac-
vs storms in their eastward sweep
ross the country.
•
Cures Eczema, Itching Hu-
mors, Pimples and Car-
buncles.—Costs Noth-
ing to Try.
B. B. B. (Botanic Blood Balm) is
now recognized as a certain and sure
cure for eczema, itching skin, hu-
mons, scabs, scales, watery blisters,
pimples, aching bones or joints, boils,
carbuncles, prickling pain in the
skin, old, eating sores, ulcers, etc.
Botanic Blood Balm taken internally
cures the worst and most deep-seat-
ed cases by enriching, purifying and
vitalizing the blood, thereby giving
a healthy blood supply to the skin.
Botanic Blood Balm is the only cure,
to stay cured, for these awful, an-
noying skin troubles. Heals every
sore and gives the rich glow of health
to the skin. Builds up the broken
down body and makes the blood red
and nourishing. Especially advised
i/tfor chronic, old cases that doctors,
tent medicines and hot springs fail
cure. Druggists $3. To prove B.
. B. cures, sample sample sent free
d prepaid by writing Blood Balm
Co., Atlanta, Ga. Describe trouble,
and free medical advice sent in seal-
ed letter.
4
Calls a Meeting.
Chairman Allie Young has called
a meeting of the Democrats State
Executive committee for May 6 at
Lexington, to fix the date of the
state convention and the manner of
selecting delegates to the nation con-
vention.
A Positive Necessity.
Having to lay upon my bed for 14
aye from a severely bruised leg, I
only found relief when I used a bot-
tle of Ballard's Snow Liniment. I
can cheerfully recommend it as the
11001 t medicine for braises ever sent
to the afflicted. It has now become
a positive necessity upon myself. D.
1.-t- Byrnes, merchant, Doversville,
res. 26a, 60, $1.00. Sold by Ray
wler.
MIURA
Soap, Ointment and Pills
the World's Greatest
Skin Cures.
PRICE THE SET $1
Complete Treatment for Every
Humour, from Pimples
to Scrofula.
The agonizing itching and burning
of the skin, as in eczema; the frightful
scaling, as in psoriasis; the loss of
hair and crusting of the scalp, as in
sc,alled head; the facial disfigurement,
as in pimples and ringworm; the awful
suffering of infante and the anxiety of
worn-out parents, as in milk crust, tet-
ter and salt rheum, all demand a rem-
edy of almost superhuman virtues to
successfully cope with them. ThatCuticura Soap, Ointment and Pills are
;such stands proven beyond all doubt.
;No statement is made regarding them
'that is not justified by the strongest
evidence. The purity and sweetness,
Ithe power to afford immediate relief,ithe certainty of speedy and permanent
;cure, the absolute safety and great
;economy, have made them the stand-
ard skin cures and humour remedies of
the civilized world.
The grandest testimonial that can be
offered the Cuticura remedies is their
world-wide sale, due to the personal
recommendations of those who have
used them. From a small beginning
In the simplest form, against prejudice
and opposition, against monied hosts,
countless rivals, and trade indifference,
Cuticura remedies have become the
greatest curatives of their time, and,
Iii fact, of all time, for nowhere in thehistory of medicine is to be found
another approaching them in popularity
and gale. In every clime and with every
people they have met with the same
reception. The confines of the earth
are the only limits to their growth.
They have conquered the world.
Bold throuttiont the world. Cutleara Resolvent, 1108.Oa form of Chocolate Coated Pills, 214. per vial of On).Ointment, Soap, 25e. Depotsi London, 27 Charter-trIre. Potter Drag a Chem. Corp., Sole Proprietors.N.; 
Pasts, 6 Bea de la Ps/z; Boston, 1S/
wr Bend for " • Boot about Cation:a."
GRANGE AND CLUB
WILL UNITE IN THE PEM-
IBROKE INSTITUTE.
Expected to Be One of the
:./Most Profitable Ever
Held.
Hubert Vreeland, commissioner of
Agriculture, makes the following
announcement:
"There will be held at Pembroke,
Christian county, Ky., on May 12 and
13, a farmers' institute, held under
the auspices of this bureau and the
two farmers' clubs cf Christian coun-
ty,iviz.,the Pembroke Farmers' club
and the Church Hill Orange. Both
organizations have decided to loin
hasids and hold a rousing institute,
and it is expected to be the most
prodtable the state has ever held
Mr J. E. Wing, of Mechanicsburg,
0.,the noted lecturer on agricultural
and kindred subjects, will be present
and several lecturers from the Ex-
periment Station at Lexington will
oe asked to deliver addresses. The
program will be of general interest
to the farmers of the state, and an
effort will me made to have an irn-
inease crowd present. The Church
Hill club will adena in a body and
the ?nembers of both clubs will take
an active part in the discussions.
The program is being made up and
willi be ready for publication some
tin next week."
A Cure For Piles.
"I had a bad 3ase of piles," saysG. F. Carter, of Atlanta, Ga., "and
consulted a physician who advised
me rne to try a box of DeWitt's
Witch Hazel Salve. I purchased abox and was entirely cured. Tt is
splendid for piles, giving relief in-
stantly, and I heartily recommend it
to all sufferers." DeWitt's Witch
Hazel Salve is unequalled for its
healing qualities. Eczema and oth-
er skin diseases, also sores, cuts,
burns and wounds of every kind are
quickly cured by it. Sold by R. C.
Hardwick.
-•••10, 
Thrown From Buggy.
In a runaway accident near the
asylum Saturday, Mr. R. C. Foster
and his sister, Mrs. Laura Simmons,
were thrown from a buggy and both
were considerably bruised.
Blot headache results from a dis-
ordered stomach and Is quickly cured
by Chamberlain's Stomach sad Liv-
er Tablets. For sale by L. L. ItIgin.
CROP TO BE SHORT
SOME FARME.IRS WILL
PLANT NO TOBACCO
Acreage Throughout The
Western Kentucky District
Will Be Reduced.
As the time for putting out a new
crop of tobacco approaches, natural-
ly the matter of a curtailment of this
staple product is being considered
with more or ltss interest, says the
Pernbioke Journal.
From what we have been able to
gather from reliable sources we feel
justffled in the assertion that the
crop in what might be termed the
Pembroke district—meaning the sec•
tion of country which has heretofore
marketed its loose tobacco here—will
be very materially reduced. Some
farmers will not put out a plant. Oth-
ers will likely not put out.more than
half the usual crop. Still others who
have been in the habit of growing a
moderate crop will put out about the
usual acreage, owing to preparations
already being made with that end in
view. Some of our largest growers
will not make any material reduction,
but in no case will there be any in-
crease.
Reports come from some sections
of the Western Kentucky tobacco
district that tobacco will be left out
almost entirely. For instance in the
Mayfield vicinity it is said that some-
thing like 40,000 acres of cotton will
be planted. In this case cotton is to
take the place of tobacco. Many
other crops not generally grown
heretofore will be given a trial.
Take care of the stomach and the
health will take care of itself. If
people only realized the soundness
of that statement the majority might
live to a good old age like Moses.
"the eye undimmed, the natural
force unabitted."It is in the stomach
that the blood is made. It is from
the stomach that nourishment is dis-
pensed to nerve and muscle. If the
ston,ach is "weak" it can't do the
whole work for each part of the body
If it is diseased the disease will taint
the nourishment which is distribut-
ed and so spread disease throughout
the body. It is the realization of the
importance of the stomach as the
very center of health and the com-
mon source of disease which led Dr.
Pierce to prepare his "Golden Medi-
cal Discovery." "Diseases which
originate through the stomach must
be cdred through the stomach." The
P o u nd nese of this theory is proved
every day by cures of diseased or-
gans, heart, liver, lungs, blood—by
the use of the "Discovery" which is
solely and singly a medicine for the
blood and organs of digestion and nu-
trition. It is a temperance medicine
containing no alcohol, whisky or
other intoxicant.
ON SATURDAY
Election of Two School Trus-
tees Will Be Held.
An election of two school trustees
will be held Satuiday, the terms of
Dr. F. M. Stites and Mr. W. A. Long
expiring. The polls will be open in
the city courtroom from 7 a. m. to 4
p. m. Mayor Henry has appointed
the following officers of election: J.
G. Brarnham and C. T. Yancey,
judges; E. H. Price, sheriff, and E
L. Blakemore, clerk.
When the Sap Rises
Weak lungs should be careful.
Coughs and colds are dangerous then.
One Minute Cugh Cure cures coughs
and colds and gives strength to the
lungs. Mrs. G. E. Fenner, of Ma-
rion, Ind., says. "I suffered with
a cough until I run down in weight
from 148 to 92 lbs. I tried a number
of remedies to no avail until I used
One Minute Cough Cure. Four bot-
tles of this wonderful remedy cured
me entirely of the cough, strength-
ened my lungs and restored me to
my normal weight, health and
strength." Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
1sk Your Dealer For Allen's\
Foot Ease,
A owder for the feet. It cures
swo len, Sore, Hot, Callous, Aching,Sweating Feet, Corns and Bunions.At ll Druggists and shoe stores, 250.Ai today. 141-4
v.4.
by
011 
Steed ard
Cs.
In every town
and village
may be had,
the
Mica
Axle
Grease
that makes your
horses glad.
Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure
Digests what you eat.
This preparation contains all of tho
digestants and digests all kinds of
food. It gives instant teller and never
fails to cure It alllvis you tc eat all
the food you want. The most snsitive
stomachs can take it. By its 'Ise many
thousands of dyspeptics have been
cured after everything else failed. It
prevents formation of gas on the stom-
ach, relieving all distress after eating.
Dieting unnecessary. Pleasant to take.
We promptly obtain U. EI and Foreign
PATENTS
Send model, sketch or photo of inventicn forfree report on yi tentability. For tree book,How to Secure RAD
Patents and E-MAR S sle
CASNOWt
OPPOSITE U.S PATENT OFFICE
WA SHINGTON.D.C.
"rt-•-'r
It can't help A free bottle of Dr. Thacher's Liver andbut do you good Blood Syrup will be sent to any reader ofPrepared only by E. 0. DEWITT & Co., 0121ca.o. this paper who will write to the ThacherThe Pt 'iottle contains 2% times the 50c.
Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.
• 
 
 Sold by R. C Ndwicki••••
FOR 25 YEA!
We have been catering to the wants of the people of this
community in
BUGGIES
And CARRIAGES
THE first year we sold only ten or fifteenjobs. Why? Because we didn't know
what would please the trade—what our custo-
mers wanted,and in addition to this we bought
so tew we couldn't buy them cheap enough to
sell readily. We now buy in car lots and pay
the cash and give our customers the benefit of
the reduction in price thus obtained. As a con-
sequence there is no carriage business in all
this section that in magnitude compares with
ours. We have to carry an enormous stock to
do it, but it pays, and it will pay you to call
and look through the two big floors c3f our re-
pository.
WE GET THE QUANTITY PRICE AND
THE CASH DISCOUNT PRICE AND WE
GIVE THE PURCHASERS THE BENEFIT
of the saving on all this great line of Carriages
Surreys, Phaetons and Buggies. No one can
fail to find what he wants in this big stock and
at a price that he can afford to pay for it. We
are ready to prove this statement. All we ask
is a call.
An Elegant Homc Made HarnessLine of
ready at hand to make the outfit complete.
FORBES IIEL CO
,AtAAWARMARMAMMAMIWYMPARNVIMMWMA 
• MOSELE7,
[Successor to Layne & Moseley]
Will hold AUCTION SALES OF
HORSES and MULES
monthly in their new stable on 9th St.,
near L. & N. depot
Mc First SATURDAY in Buy Month
We keep a supply of horses and mules on hand at all timesthat are for sale. People who want to buy or sell stock arerespectfully invited to be on band each Saturday.
YOUR PATRONAGE SOLICITED.
J. E. MOSELXV,
Ninth Street, near L. & N. depot, Hopkinaville, Hy.
•
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I....Kentucky,
 I. 
Cairo 
Clarksville.
Illinois,
At
Cairo.
-
 NAOMI
Tennessee
At
Clarksville.
THE DAILY
May 30 31 June!
June 80 July 12
Aug. 1 2 3
Sept. 3 4 5
May 14 15 16
June 14 15 16
July 16 17 18
Aug. 19 20 21
Henderson.1
 1
May 17 18 19
June 17 18 19
July 19 20 21
Aug. 22 23 21
May 11 12 13
June 11 12 13
July 13 14 16
Aug. 16 17 18
1 Paducah..
May 24 25 26
June 24 25 26
July 26 27 28
Aug. 28 29 30
May 20 11 22
June 20 21 22
July 22 23 24
Aug. 25 26 27
KENTUCKY
May 24 25 26
June 24 25 26
July 26 27 28
Aug. 28 29 30
At
Henderson
June 6 6 7
July 6 7 8
Aug 10 11 12
Sep 9 10 11
June 2 3 4
July 3 4 6
Aug 6 7 8
Sept 6 7 8
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Baseball
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Hopki'sville
June 2 3 4
Jul/ 3 4 5
Aug 6 7 8
Sept 6 7 8
May 17 18 19
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Aug 22 23 24
May 27 28 29
June 27 28 29
July 29 30 31
Aug 30 Sept 1 2
League
At
Paducah
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Schedule, 1904....
At
Vincennes
May 27 28 29
June 27 28 29
July 29 30 31
Aug 31 Sept 1 2
June 89 10
July 910 11
Aug 13 14 16
Sept 12 1314
May 11 12 13
June 11 12 13
July 13 14 15
Aug 16 17 18
May 20 21 22
June 20 21 22
July 22 23 24
Aug 25 26 27
June 5 6 7
July 6 7 8
Aug 10 11 12
Sept 9 10 11
May 14 15 16
June 14 15 16
July 16 17 18
Aug 19 20 21
May 20 21 23
June 2021 22
July 22 23 26
Aug 25 26 27
June 8 910
July 9 10 11
Aug 13 14 15
Sept 12 13 14
GIVES ALL
June 8910
July 9 10 11
Aug 13 14 15
Sept. 12 13 14
May 30 31 Ju 1
June 30 July12
Aug 1 2 8
Sept 8 4 6
June 5 6 7
July 6 7 8
Aug 10 11 12
Sept 9 10 11
May 14 16 16
June 14 15 16
July 16 17 18
Aug 19 20 21
BASEBALL
May 27 28 29
June 27 28 29
July 29 30 31
Aug 31, Sept 1 2
May 11 12 13
June 11 12 13
July 13 14 16
Aug 16 17 18
May 24 25 26
June 24 25 26
July 26 27 28
Aug 28 29 30
May 17 18 19
June 17 18 19
July 19 20 21
Aug 22 23 24
May 3031Ju 1
Jun 30 July 12
Aug 1 2 3
Sept 3 4 6
June 2 3 4
July 3 4 5
Aug 6 7 8
Sept 6 7 8
REPORTS.
Decoration
Day.
Cairo at Clarks-
ville.
Paducah at Hen-
tit rson.
Vincennes at
Hopkinsville
4th of July.
Cairo at Hopkins-
ville.
Paducah at Vin-
dunes.
Clarksville at
Henierson.
Laber Day.
Cairo at Clarks-
ville.
Paducah at Hen-
derson
Hopkinsville
at Vincennes.
DERBY WAS WON
BY A WOMAN.
Elwood Captures Classic Event For Mrs.
Dur nell.--A 15 to 1 Shot.--Immense
Crowd Witnessed the Race.
(Special to New Era)
Vincennes..
quoted at 4 to 1 and Prince SilverLOUISVILLE, Ky., May 3.—Af- Wings and Elwood at 6 to 1 and 10ter a winter of racing Elwood, Mrs. to 1 respectively, while in someC. E. Durnell's bay colt, sou of Free books as good as 15 to I could be got-Knight, came across the continent ten on Elwood.and took the most hotly contested The field charged into the stretchKentucky Derby since the famous with Elweod and Brancas almostduel between Proctor Knott and
Spokane. The winner was the long-
neck and neck and Tierney a quarter
of a length away.eat priced horse in the race. Ed Out from the bunch moved ElwoodTierney was second and Brancas and Ed Tierney_ each with plenty ofthird. Time 2:0834. The track was speed in reserve and at the three-about two seconds slow. sixteenths pole it was a duel to theThe thirtieth running of the Ken- wire with Elwood first and Ed Tier-tacky Derby, the oldest event of its ney's nose bobbing at his flank. Badkind on the American tiirf, marked Dominick, on Tierney, started tothe opening day of the spring meet-
ing of the New Louisville Jockey .
club. A crowd of 18.000 People saw
the event. The conditions of the
race called for entries of foals of 1901,
three-year-olds, distance one mile
and a quarter, value to the winner$5,000.
Proceeds was favorite at post odds
of even money, Brancas was second
choice at 2 to 1, Ed Tierney was
make his ride a little sooner the sto-
ry might have boen different. Bran-
cas, which had tired somewhat, was I
only a length back of Ed Tierney.
Prince Silver Wings finished six
lengths behind the winner and three
lengths in front of Proceeds. At no •
time during the entire race did more
than ten lengths separate the leader
from the hindmost horee.
MISS WOOD'S
 DEATH
(From Tuesday's Daily.)
Miss Effie Wood, aged twenty-
eight, died this morning at the home
of her sister, Mrs. W. T. Williamson,
Jr., or, Jesup avenue. Eczema and
nervous prostration caused death.
She had recently returned from Flor-
ida where she spent the winter in
quest-of health and was here under
the treatment of physicians.
The deceased was a younlg lady of
lovely character. She was a daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. 0. G. 'Wood, of
Cerulean, The remains will be in-
terred tomorrow in the Wood family
burying grounds.
.111fr vas •iler
Out of Danger.
Jas. A. McKenzie, Jr., returned
weeks, having. been called
accotInt of the serious illness
Married at Courthouse.
From Tuesday's Daily.
Mr. Elmer Wilson and Miss Willie
G. Manire, a North Christian couple,
were married at the courthouse this
morning by Judge W. T. Fowler. ,
Mothers! Mothers! Mothers
How many children are at this
season feverish and constipated, with
bad stomach and headache. Mother
Gray's Sweet Powders for Children
will always cure. If worms are pres-
ent they will certainly remove them.
At ;all druggists, 25 cts. Sample
mailed Free. Address, Allen S.Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y. 141-4
No Convention.
The annual state firemen's conven-
tioh, which was to have been held in
Lexington In May, has been called
off, due to the fact that the president
of the organization, George W. Muir,
Of Lexington, will not twa in office onlast night from Christian county,
I that date.Where he had been for the past two
mother,Mrs. Jas. A. McKenzie.
McKenzie [left his mother greatly
Improved, though she is stia unableto leave her bed. Her condi“on two
weeks ago was very critical and her
life was almost despaired of, and the
news of her recovery will be 'greeted
with much delight by her manyfriends in this city.—Bowling GreenNews.
there on 
A Startling Test.of his To save a life, Dr. T. G. Merritt, ofMr. No. Mehoopany. Pa., made a start-
ling test resulting in a wonderful cure.He writes, "a patient was attacked
with violent hemorrhages, caused by
ulceration of the stomach. I had of-
ten found Electric Bitters excellentfor acute stomach and liver troubles
so I prescribed them. The patientgained from the first, and has nothad an attack in fourteen months."Electric Bittsre are positively guar-May Co Up.
It is reported in local military cir-
cles that Captain B. B. Davie of Pa-
ducah, will be made lieutenant col-
onel of the Third Kentucky regiment
to succeed Colonel Jouett ,Henry
who it is generally understood will The Kind You Have Always Bought
succeed the late Coloiiel T, 8 Smith
as colonel of the regirnent.—te4aobb.
Sun.
•
anteed for Dyspepsia, Indigestion,Constipation and Kidney troubles.Try them. Only 50 c at L. L. Elgin'sand Cook & Higgins.
CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children.
sir:thelire of
Miss Lillie Owen has returned from
a visit to friends in Crofton.
Mr. W.. H. Fox, of Nashville, is in
the city.
Mr. Gipp Watkins, of Cadiz, spent
yesterday in town.
Mrs. S. W. Corban, of Clarksville, I
spent Monday in the city.
Mr. R. T. Cartwright, of Elkton, is
in the city.
Mr. Joseph A. Miller, of Princeton,
is in town.
Mr. Ben Carloss, of Alabama, ar-
rived in the city last night to spend
a few days with relatives.
Mrs. Mabel Wright Page, of Elk-
ton, is visiting the family of her
father, Rev. Mr. Wright, on South
Virginia street.
Mrs. Mary C. Teer, of Clarksville,
vine, Tenn., is visiting Miss Ladye
J. Summers, who will return to
Nashville, Tenn., within a few days
to resume her studies.
Sheriff L. R. Davis, of Christian
county, was in the city yesterday to
accompany his sister, Mrs. Paralee
Eblin, who went to Clinton, on a
visit. Sheriff Davis then left for
Louisville to attend the Republican
couventl.on.— Paducah San.
(From Monday's Daily.)
Mr. H. H. Golay left yesterday af-
ternoon for Louisville to attend the
races this week.
Mr. Hanson Penn Diltz left todayfor Louisville where he will spendSeveral days as a guest of Col. R. T.
Durrett. Mr. Diltz was recently
elected a member of the Filson club
of which Col. Durrett is president.
Messrs. W. R. Wood and J. C.
Thurman, of Pembroke left today
over the I. C. for the West. They
will visit Denver. San Franciscc and
many other places of interest.
Ladies and Children
Who can not stand the shocking
strain of laxative syrups and cathartic pills are especially fond of LittleEarly Risers. All persons who findit necessary to take a liver medicineshould try these easy pills, and com-pare the agreeably pleasant, and
strengthening effect with the na-
useating and weakening conditioifollowing the use of other remedies.Little Early Risers cure biliousness,
constipation, sick headache, jaun-dice malaria and liver troubles.Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
Found Dead In Bed.
George Fruit, colored, aged forty,
was found dead in bed Monday at
his home near the city. Coroner Al-
lensworth held an inquest and pro-
nounced the cause of death to be ap-
oplexy.
One of the greatest blessings a
modest man can wish for is a good,
reliable set of bowels. If you are notthe happy possessor of such an outfityou can greatly improve the effi-
ciency of those you have by the ju-dicious use of Chamberlain's Stom-
ach and Liver Tablets. They arepleasant to take and agreeable in ef-fect. For sale by L. L. Elgin.
Quick Arrest.
J. A. Gulledge, of Verbena, Ala.,was twice in the hospital from a se-vere case of piles causing 24 tumors.After doctors and all remedies failed.Buck len's Arnica Salve quickly ar-rested further inflammation andcured him. It conquers aches andkills pain. 86c at L. L. Elgin's andCook & Higgins, druggists.
Notes About Peoplt
(From Tuesday's Daily.)
Mrs. Walter Ward and little tiaugh-
ter have returned to Louisville alter
a visit to the family I of Mr. R. M.
Morefield. RENDERED BY CHANCEL-
LOR ALLISON
OUSTER DECISION
Appeal to Supreme Court
Will be Taken by Cumber-
land Company
Chancellor Allison handed down a
decision at Nashville Monday order-
ing that the Cumberland Telephone
and Telegraph company,a Kentucky
corporation, with headquarters at
Hopkinsviile, be ousted from Ten-
nessee. An appeal to the Tennessee
supreme court was taken.
The Nashville Banner says: "The
telephone people clsim there is noth-
ing in the suit, and that it was mere-
ly an effort on the part of the Colum
bia telephone people to make the
Cumbeeland buy them out. The
chancejlor held, however, that the
alleged motives of the relators were
immaterial if the facts complained of
nsd been committed.
"Mr. James E. Caldwell, president
of the Telephone aompaoy, was seen
today at noon. He stated that the
company attached little or no impor-
tauce to the occurrence, and that
pending an appeal to the higher
courts the affairs of the company
would coutinue as heretofore. He
thought this covered the case, and
preferred not to make any further
°Ailment or statement."
A press despatch from Nashville
says: "The grounds tor the chancel-
loi'd decision are allsged conspiracy
to stifle competition and alleged dis-
crimination. A receiver was also
asked for, but this was refused, 'for
satisfactory reasons.' The style of
the case is "State of Tennessee, on
relation of E. P. Hatclzer et al. vs.
the Cumberland Telegraph and Tele-
phone Compauy.
"It was charged among other things
that the company-, by alleged illegal
acts at Columbia, Tenn.. and other
places had forfeited its charter to do
business in Tennessee, a contention
upheld by the chancellor. One spe-
cific charge is that the leasing of the
Maury county or Columbia Ex-
change ts. Leland Hume, am officer of
the Cumberland company, was an
evasion to permit rates to be illeg-
ally cut. It was also charged that
the defendants had broken down in-
dependent concerns elsewhere by
methods which they bad no right to
practice. Officials of the Cumber-
land Telephone and Telegraph com-
pany decline to make any statement
further than to assert that the de-
cision makes no change with thew,
and that business will continue to be
transacted as usual "
' Vs.
Porch Settees,
Porch Chairs
GO=CARTS,
BABY BUGGIES,
REFRIGERATORS AND
OTHER SPRING
GOODS
Arriving daily at Keach Furniture Co's It willbe to your interest to see our stock of Furniture,Car-pets, Stoves and Ranges before buying. A bott1L5,-good polish will brighten your furniture
CASH OR CREDIT.
REACH
FURNITURE CO.
Ninth Street, Near Main.
Don't forget "Peg-; Notice to Creditors.
gy from Paris"
Bardwick,
Sells
Diamonds!
ND can save you from
10 to 20 per cent as
we pay cash and buy direct
from cutters who import the
free rough and do the cutting
in the United States and
save the import duty, whiel0
enables us to sell diamondsi
for less than most dealers.
We
Are
Diamond
Experts
A
 ND can examine and
tell you all you want
to know about your diam—
onds and can change them
from your old mountings to
any of the new styles "while
you Wait."
Come and have a talk with
us betore you buy.
ardwick
Sells
Diamonds!
CLOTHES
Properly Cleaned Before Being
PRESSED
By PRACTICAL TAILORS Will
Look and Wear Better Than WorkDone by Inexperienced People.
SUITS Cleaned andPressed. . . 50cWhooping Cough.
Cleaned and 25c"In the spring of 1901 my children PANTS..,Pressed had wooping cough," says Mrs D W IPants Pressed 15cCapps, of Capps, Ala. "I used 
All clothes made
Pressed
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy with up
 FREEthe most satisfactory results. I thinkthis is the most satisfactory remedy
I have ever seen for whoopin
cough." This remedy keeps t
cough loose, lessens the severity a
frequency of the coughing spells 4dcounteracts any tendency 
tow
d West ith 
S
pneumonia. 1,br sale by L. L El TLel:.zt
 t° 
New Era Cffiee
phon,1N06-s. 
d.J.Duncan
Tailor.
Christian Circuit court.Mrs. P. K. Woosley's adm'r. &c.
vs 011ie Woosley &c. Notice.
In pursuance to an order .enteredin the above styled cause, now pend-ing in said court, the creditors ofMrs. P. K. Woosley, deceased, arhereby notified to file their claiwith me, properly proven, on or bfore May the 16th., 1904.
Douglas Bell, Master Commissio
w4t
Notice to Creditors.
Christian Circuit court
M. F. Weaver's Adm'r. vs EttaFaulkner et al.—Notice.
In pursuance to an order enteredin the above styled cause, now pend-ing in said court, the creditors of MF. Weaver, deceased, are hereby no-tified to file their claims with me,properly proven, on or before May16, 1904. Douglas Bell,4-15w4t Master Commissioner.
AN
INVESTMEN
WHICH
KENTUCKY
GUARANTEES
With the Southern Mutual
Investment Co., of Lexington,
Ky. Assets. over $1,000,000 0o;
that $l00,00000 deposited with
the Treasurer of Kentucky.
Better than a saving bank;
better than life insurance; bet-
ter‘than ANYTHING Open to you
for a safe investment.
Ask me and let me show you.
Call or phone and I will call.
— X
1 JOHNBULLARD,
Special Agent,
K y
+444+++++++++++44
Examine All
Brands of Flour
I Carefully
Then Make a
Thorough Test of
PERFECTION
By baking and we are willing toleave the verdict with you. 'We
are satisfied you will do as others
are doing daily, and pronounce it
the best you have ever used.
Order a sack today, while YOuthink of it; your grocer will send
it to you.
‘aimmumon.•
-ctst,t'
••
4-41taw
Talmage
Sermon
By 'Reici.
Fran( De Wiff
Talmage. D. D.
 X
Los Angeles, Cal., May 1.—On the
jeccasion of the assembling of the
Methodist general conference of 1904
the preacher welcomes the delegates
i and points out the rise and growth of
I'Methodism and the secret of its far
\-eaching influence upon the religious
World today. The text is Ezekiel xvi,
7. "I have caused thee to multiply as
the bud of the field."
Nearly twenty years ago I was with
my father in a hotel in London when
e deputation of Methodist ministers
men waited on him. They said:
1 y not preach for us at least
before you return to America?
ere are thousands and tens of thou-
nds of people in Londdn who have
for years been readers of your ser-
mons, and they want to hear your
Woke and touch your hand. They have
'a right to make this demand. You are
ipart of them, and we cannot go until
you consent to preach at least once."
We were on our way to the continent
to meet my mother and sisters, who
had preceded us there some months
fbefore. "No," answered my father.
..." "I cannot at the present time. I am
mentally and physically worn out. The
doctors have told me I must hold up.
I am going to the continent, where my
1 lips will be closed, because I do not
understand the French and the Ger-
man languages. But if you wish, I
- will preach for you when I return."
11"Where would you like to preach, doc-
aor?" With that my father turned
and said, "As I am to preach but once,
I have but one desire, and that is to
-.
)reach in John Wesley's pulpit."
"Why do you want to preach in City
Road chapel?" I asked, after the dele-
gation had departed. "That church
holds only a few hundred. Why not
'go to one of the great buildings, like
Joseph Parker's church-or Exeter hall,
where you can have an audience of
: thousands of hearers?' "Because,"
:•was the reply, "I consider that City
• . Road chapel is in some respectil4 the
tmost sacred spot in all Europe. That
. is the plate where John Wesley is
buried. That is the pulpit from which
went forth a mighty power which is
felt in every land today. The influ-
levee of that pulpit is potent in everyMethodist church and meeting house
.itnd Sunday school the world over, at-
weeting.the lives of twenty-five millions
letike human race, who every Lord's
mble under Methodist auspices
Illr*Orship God and study his word.
fohn -Wesley built City Road chapel.
He spent the latter part of his station-
'airy ministry in City Road chapel, and
his presence is enshrined there."
Wesley Mesbywhere Respected.
v Lord Macaulay, in one of his essays,
declares that John Wesley had a great-
er natural genius for government than
,r.had Richelieu. The great historian be-
°lieve,d that in these words he was giv-
ing the eminent divine the highest
praise, but I could see that my father's
estimate far transcended that of Ma-
caulay, and that he held Wesley in
higher honor than that of any states-
man, living or dead. The whole Chris-
tian world is in accord in that esti-
mate, and as it recognizes the achieve-
ments of the church which John Wes-
ley founded it thanks and praises God
for that beneficent life.
The name of John Wesley is every-
where respected by the good and the
true. Therefore is it to be wondered
at that our people, no matter to what
Protestant church they belonged, hail-
ed with joyful acclaim the news that
the Methodist general conference of
1904 was to assemble in the City of
the Angela? This conference opens
Its session during the coming week.
We, as a people, look forward to its
sessions with interest and hope. We
•I believe that by doge touch this
conference will bless all Protestant
churches, no matter to what denomina-
tion they belong. It is appropriate on
this Sabbath day to bid the incoming
delegates welcome. It Is also appro-
priate to state some of the reasons why
little band of followers with which4
Wesley surrounded himself has
1 
In numbers until today it out-
bers in membership every otherivii
idual Protestant church in Amer-
and in the world.
t, her genesis. In order to study
marvelous
ei multiplying 
power V
Methodism let us analyze the condi-
does attendant upon her birth. We
must find upon what troublous waters
her cradle was rocked and search out
the place of her infancy, even as the
, Egyptian princess found the future
lemaucipator of the Hebrew race sleep-ing in a willow basket among the bul-
rushes of the river Nile. Every great
movement in ifintory has been the prod-
uct of (he condition of the time of its
birth. God in his providence has or-
pined that the prevalence of unright-
ztousness in a nation stall so stir the
?nis of his people that they will gath-
' hi his name around the standard of
,ne leader whom he raises up to wit-
for him.
Birth of, Methodism.
were the conditions of /he na-
the time of the birth of the
t church? Did she come Into
as a protest to the sins of
agilsh court? Oh, yea. In
",,..Islish history hare brib-
.
it
-
rua roma rra*
Walpole'. oocupsa-
ifikirsa
61004111 rod betegtil
sentence in referenie to the house of
commons, "All these men have their
price." V%hat Robert Walpole in statc.
craft could not win by fair means he
won by foul. But Methodism came
Into the World to • do a greater work
than merely to protest against govern-
mental denfavity. It came, as Josiah
Strong haft said, as.a protest against
an Establiphed church, which believed
at that time more in outward ceremo-
nies than ;in spiritual truths. "Isaac
Taylor," 84) records the author of "The
Next Great Awakening," "calls the
church of this period 'a fair carcass,' "
and Blackstone says that he went to
hear every preacher of note in London
and that there was not one whose dis-
course indicated whether he was a fol-
lower of Confucius or Mohammed or
of Christ. , The Established church of
that time believed in carrying the phy-
lacteries Upon the forehead, but not
in practicing Christ's spiritual lessons
in the life. It was so given over to
formalism and rites and ceremonies
that it had no warping to give even to
men in its pulpits who, like the Phari-
sees of old, were whited sepulchers,
work to do, and right earnestly and
successfully they did it. Let us never
allow the pew to again be shackled and -
its lips sealed with the silence of
death. What we need more and more
in the beginning of this twentieth cen-
tury is not a better educated ministry,
but one which will start forth a speak-
ing and a testifying pew. The simple
fact is some of our churches are being
preached to death. We need not more
classical sermons, but more and more
the good old fashioned testimony meet-
ings of the Methodist church. We
need men and women who in the sim-
ple, homely language of the street can
tell what God has done for their souls.
We need our prayer megings to be
truly "people's meetings," in which
ell take pert, a place where the old
folks will testify, and the middle aged
people will testify, and where the
young people will testify.
Another great cause for the multiply-
ing power of Methodism is the "class
system." Thip "class system," so called,
dates its historic birth to the 15th day
of February, 1742. Like the life of
the Wandering Jew, may it never
fair to the eye, but within harboring have a death! May this system live on
decaying corpses and whose private and on until at last earthly time shall
lives were a repulsive stench. "It is cease and the struggles against sin
the inward witness, son, the inward shall be swallowed up in the eternal
witness," spake the dying father, Sam-
uel Wesley, to his son John—"this is
the strongest proof of Christianity."
So John Wesley and his followers res-
olutely set their faces against the prev-
alent sins of that day. They vehe-
mently declared that the Christian
church should not only have a pure
creed, but that its members should Ile
men of pure private lives. In the high
spiritual standard set before the indi-
vidual church members we find the
chief cause of the marvelous develop-
ment of the Methodist church.
No Compromise With Sin.
My, brother, it is of vital importance
that all Protestant churches realize
that they, are making a fatal error
when they in any way compromise
their high spiritual standards by al-
liance with sin. The higher the stand-
ard of the Christian church the great-
er will be its success. We do not need
today churches that honor winebib-
bing ministers. We do not need
churches which, when they have a
church sociable, tell their young peo-
ple they may dance and play cards. We
do 440 desire churches whose members
In their everyday actions are nowise
different from the people of the world.
One of the reasons why the Christian
Endeavor society, of which Francis E.
Clark is the president, is numbering
Its members by the hundreds of thou-
sands and the millions is because of
its Ironclad pledge. John Willis Baer,
who for so many years was secretary
of that young people's Christian or-
ganization, was right when in my
presence some years ago he declare°,
"The high standard of the character
of the Endeavorers is due to the high
standard of the society's pledge," You
can never raise a sin struck wowld if
you are wallowing in the sinful mud
of the world yourself. Like John Wes-
ley and the Methodist church, lift the
world out of sin by making your
Christian etandard as high as heaven
and as pure as Christ himself. "It is
the itaward witness, son, the inward
witness—this is the strongest proof of
Christianity." It is the inward wit-
ness of the purity of its members
which accounts for the multiplying
powers of the Methodist church of to-
day. Methodism came into the world
as a protest against prevalent sin.
This fact alone does not tell all the
story of its marvelous multiplying
power. There are many other reasons
far the growth of Methodism. One of
the chief of these is the fact that John
Wesley was the emancipator of the
laymen, as Martin Luther was the
emancipator of the Bible. The English
ecelesiagtic opened the dumb Up* of
the pew. The German reformer broke
the iron clasps holding together the
lids of the word of God, which barred
to all but ordained priests access to
the life giving message that God sent
for the deliverance of all his obeli]
children. John Wesley said to the
blacksmith at his forge and the cob-
bler on his bench and the wife in her
kitchen: "Go forth and be my evangel-
ists. Yoe! may not be graduates of
theological seminaries, but you can
testify of Christ's love. Martin Lu-
ther said: ,"There, laymen, is the open
Bible. Read it. Ponder it. Study it.
Read it with your own eyes and kiss it
with yowl own lips." Do you wonder
that when John Wesley built the Meth-
odist church upon an open Bible and
then in pnblic meeting set all his peo-
ple teetifylIng of God's word and love
he became one of the greatest gospel
reformers Of the ages?
Sneers For Wesley.
John Wesley because he sent forth
the common people preaching and
praying everywhere was in derision
called a "Methodist." He was sneered
at because in his day custom dictated
that no man should pray in public un-
less he read his prayer out Of a printed
prayer book or speak for Christ unless
he was entitled to wear a cassock and
bands of an ordained priest. But John
Wesley refnoved these restrictions for
the Methodists and sent the laymen
forth preaching and praying, as in the
latter years Archibald Tait. archbishop
of Canterbury, enlisted the services !
of unordained wcirkers in various
branches at church activity and earned
for himself the title given him in scorn
by a Jealous clergy of "the ereh-
bishop of the laity." There, upon his
monument in Old Canterbury, is chis-
eled in the most beautiful of epitaphs,
"The one desire of his life was to
make the Church of Fpngland the
church of the people." Oh. my friends,
Jet us bold fast this liberty of service.
The work of propagating the gospel is
not committed exclusively to any one
clam or profession_ The laborers gent
forth by Wesley in the eighteenth cen-
tury, like the la,ymen enlisted DT Arch-
bishop Tait In the simian*, 11•41i
conquests of heaven!
This was how the famous "class sys-
tem" of Methodism was born: John
Wesley and his brother Charles were
visiting their society in the city of
Bristol. A large financial indebtedness
hung as an incubus over that society's
place of worship. While the members
of that society were discussing with
the leaders how they should lift the
debt a Captain Foy arose and pro-
posed that each member should be
taxed one penny a week until the debt
was paid. "But that is not fair," some
lone protestingly said. "Here are same
people who are so poor they ,cannot af-
ford to give even a penny." ."Then,"
said Captain Foy, "put eleven of the
poorest with me, and if they can give
anything I will call upon them weekly
and collect the same, and if they give
nothing I will give for them as well as
I 
for myself, and each of you can call
on eleven of your neighbors weekly,
receive what they give and make up
what is wanting." No sooner had Cap-
tain Foy spoken than In a flash a di-
vine Inspiration came to John Wesley.
• "Yes, yes," said the great leader to
. himself; "that is just what Methodism
needs—a system of caring for its own,
a system by which Its members shall
not be herded together as wild animals
, are herded together, but a system
which will single men out and place
them in circles of tens, And over these
'clrcles shall be placed a separate lead-
; er who will have charge of each class."
!These leaders in turn were to meet and
report to their pastors. Their pastors
in turn today meet and report to their
presiding elders. Each man by the
1"class system" of Methodism is re
Isponsible to scene individual person of
the church.
The "Class System."
We Bee the value of individual re-
sponsibility in the temporal world. Why
should we not see the same results
from the "class system" of Methodism?
Your boy is about sixteen years of age.
Where are you going to send the lad to
college? "Well," you say, "I would
flke in many ways to send him to one
of our great universities, but the
trouble is I am afraid. There the boy
will only be lost among a crowd of hun-
dreds of other students, and no one
will be individually responsible for the
lad. I think I shall send him to one of
our smaller colleges, where he will
came in close contact with his teachers,
and these teachers will be able to keep
their eye uposi him." You send yodr
boy to a small college to secure the In-
dividual touch of a professor upon the
boy. "Think not," said President Har-
per only a short time ago, "that the
University of Chicago is in any sense a
rival of the small college. There is not
a professor upon our faculty who
would be so foolish as to advocate the
Idea that young boys of sixteen should
be turned loose in this great sinful city,
with no one to be individnelly, respon-
sible for them. Chicago university is
distinctively a postgraduate institution.
We have our collegiate department for
the sons and daughters of those par-
ents living in town, and not for those
whose homes are In the far distance."
Now, the "class system" of Metho-
dism has a double purpose—first, it
makes the Methodist convert a mem-
ber of a great gospel university in
which there are hundreds of thousands
and millions of members and It gives
to that convert the enthusiasm which
truly comes from great numbers, and,
secondly, it separates the Methodist
convert from the masses. It places
him In a-gospel family for which some
one is responsible. It gives to him a
separate gospel garden in which to
labor. It says: "Old convert, you look
after that -oung man and that young
woman. Visit them in their homes.
See that they have the right kind of
companionship When they are absent
from the housPof God learn why they
are absent and tell them that they are
missed." Individual responsibilities
for individuals—that is the For eat mul-
tiplying slogan of the Methodist "class
system." For whim, 0 Christian man,
are you responsiMe in Christ's name?
The Methodist church, in the next
place, is a singing church, whose songs
are nearly always keyed to the tune
of hope and Joy and the glorious har-
monies of a blessed hereafter. It is a
church whose music isofilled with hal-
leluiah choruses and battle hymns and
Inspiring marching melodies. It is a
church which believes that our thanks
and gratitude for blessings received
can be returned to God as well when
sta ng upon our feet and, in the
wo f the psalmist, "singing unto
the "as when on bended knee we
offer in in silent pra.yek, in the
closer. The trotible with many of our
of a dirge,
his moving
ding march
gathering.
Webster's Tribute.
Daniel Webster once said: "The proof
to me that the church was established
by God is found in the fact that it has
existed in spite of the begowned min-
isters who have been caged up to
preach their sermons behind their re-
pellent pulpits. Any lawyer would be
ruined if he were compelled to plead
for his client behind a wooden box, as
the minister by custom is compelled to
plead for his Christ." Whether that
statement is true or not, I am not here
to discuss, but one of the great facts
that convince me that the church is a
divine institution is that it has ex-
isted for hundreds of years in spite of
the sepulchral and awful hymns with
which the choirs used to lead in the
song worship. These hymns, for the
most part, were all gloom, all dark-
ness, all breathing fire and brimstone
and death. When one sang them he
could almost feel the hot, hissing
flames of eternal punishment scorching
his lips. No such singing as the an-
cient churches indulged in could do
aught but terrorize and make the wor-
shipers tremble with fear. Do you
wonder that the churches of old, which
sang for the most part the songs of
death, should have worshipers who
gave only half hearted voices to their
singing? But while the Methodist
church has its songs in the minor key,
for the most part the Methodist songs
are songs of life and joy and hope. Go
If you will with me to any of the great
Methodist camp meeting resorts of this
country and you will know of what I
speak. The mightiest shout ever rais-
ed by conquering host upon battlefield
was never more triumphant than are
the camp meeting songs of Def3plaines
or Ocean Grove. When the Methodists
sing "We are marching to Zion" they
sing It in such a way that it seems to
fling wide open the gates of the heav-
enly city. Songs! Songs! Songs! Aye,
the Methodist church is a singing
church, but greatest of all it is a sing-
ing- church of Joy and hope. 0 men,
no matter to what denomination we
may belong, let Us learn to sing as the
Methodists sing! John Wesley's God
was a Saviour. Let us sing as though
Christ dead indeed redeemed Us from
our sins.
Repent! Repent! Repent!
Lastly, Methodism has had its mar-
velous and miraculous multiplying
power because it has had an infinite
field in which to labor. It has worked
for the most part among the common
people. Certain churches in this world
have been known as churches of a
class. Some churches have been known
as churches which appealed to the
greatest amount of brains in almost
every Christian community. Other
churches have been known as the
churches of the aristocracy. But though
John Wesley had as much brain as any
man of his generation, and though by
political preferment he could have
reached a position of influence in arts-
' tocratic society, yet he chose to cast his
lot among the common people. He did
not believe there was one gospel for
the rich and another for the poor—one
for the brainy man and another for
him of small mental calibet John
Wesley believed all classes should meet
as one at the throne of grace. There-
fore, as the common people crowded
around him to receive his messuge,
many of the rich and the affluent stay-
ed away. He was truly the missionary
to the middle anti lower classes. Are
we in church work ready to reach out
In Christ's name for the conversion of
the same kind of people?
It was said of our Lo that "the
common people heard gladly."
Ah, that is the best eneom um that can
be placed upon the tomb of the found-
er of Methodism! When Peter Cart-
wright. many years ago, arose to
preach in Tennessee some one whis-
pered to him, "General Jackson is in
your audience." With that Peter Cart-
wright turned and said: "I hear that
General Jackson is in this audience.
But I want to to General Jackson
that I have no gospel for him any dif-
ferent from that which I offer to every
man." Then, in a voice of thunder.
Cartwright cried: "Except ye repent,
ye shall all likewise perish! General
Jackson, that message is for you. Poor
man, that message is for you." So.
today, John Wesley in his old pulpit.
like
s. 
Peter Cartwright in vision, is
stretehing out his arms over the whole
sinful world crying: "Repent! Repent'
Repent!" And at the same time he
calling: "Come to the mercy seat!
Come! Come!"
I God bless John Wesley's memory!
God bless all Methodists and Metho-
dism! Delegates to the general confer-
ence of 1904, in Christ's name we bid
you welcome. Aye, we open our hearts
and greet you with 10,000 Christian
salutations. May you always love us
in the spirit with which we greet you
on this Sabbath day.
[Copyright, 1904, by Louts Klopsch.)
but they cannot Imagine
lips as joining in a wed-
or in the joys of a social
Shaw and the Bacon Theory.
Lecturing at Birmingham on Shake-
speare recently, Mr. George Bernard
Shaw was severe on the friends of the
Bacon theory. "If," he said, "you take
the titles of Shakespeare's plays, just
a sufficient number for the purpose,
and take the fourth letter from the end
of the title, you will find that they
spell 'Bernard Shaw.'" This seems
curious, but a correspondent of a daily
paper has found it to be a fact. Here
are the Cryptogrammic Shakespearean
plays he sends as solution:
MacBeth.
Julius CaEsar.
Comedy of ErRora.
Merchant of VeNtee.
Antony and CleopAtra.
Two 0 en of VeRona.
Jerry., vslaraor.
Cilialida.
Thane of Atliens.
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HERBINE
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•In every receipt
that calls for cream of tartar
and soda or other quick leav-
ening agent use Royal Baking
Powder. It will make the
food of finer flavor, more di-
gestible and wholesome.
KENTUCKY CHOPS.
The weekly crop report relates that
fruit has not been as seriously dam-
aged as it was believed by the cold
weather, though the crop will be very
small. The bulletin in full 'follows:
"Cool, wet weather prevailed dur-
ing the first half of the Week lt was
somewhat more seasonablc tbe latter
part but the nights were tooicool for
vegetation to make much progress.
The warm rains that occurred about
the close of the preceding week were
very beneficial to grain and grasses.
"Wheat has improved, esOecially
In the southwestern counties,: but its
condition as a whole is poor; it is
thin on most fields bad generally
backward. Very little con was
planted during the week; tt* pre-
viously planted is coming up Slowly.
Oats, rye and pastures are progress-
ing moderately well.
"Tobacco plants are small, but do-
ing fairly well; in the northeastern
counties they are very late, just com-
ing up in some beds.. Reports indi-
cate that plants will be scaice in
some localities.
"Gardens and trucks are backward.
Potatoes are coming up slowly; some
are rotting in the ground. Fruit is
not quite so badly damaged ab was
at first thought, but there will be a
very small crop. Some early varie-
ties of strawberries are inlured. Very
little farm work was done during the
week."
Soon Out.
An alarm of fire*was turned in this
morning from Second and thvier
streets, but when the department ar-
rived at the scene the blaze had been
extinguished.
The Home Tele-
phone gives secret
service. It
W T Cooper
& COMPANY
Wholesale & Retail Grocers.
Red Front Phone 116
lowwwwwwWwwwwwwwwwwo- t
Macedonia Notes.
Macedonia, liyft May 6.—Eider
John W. McCarroll filled the ap-
pointment of Mr. J. M. Taylor at
Macedonia on Sunday, May 1.
Mr. Cephas Bennett has rebuilt on
the site where his old shop stood
prior to its destruction by fire on
the first of April.
There has been a big improvement
in the wheat crop in this section in
the last ten days.
Farmers are now very busy plant-
ing corn. Some corn is coming up
nicely.
Some Tradewater "boys" went to
McGowan station with their tobacco
last week and when they returned
through Macedonia there was every
indication that they were far from
sober, some of them announcing that
they were "on their way to glory."
The singing at Elder G. W. Davis'
Sunday evening was greatly enjoyed
by the young people present.
There are seventeen cases of mea-
sles at the home of Mr. Tate Jenkins,
all down at once.
A new comer at the home of Mr.
Shell Croft is a fine boy who arrived
there on April 26th.
Mr. W. G. Teague, of Mannington,
Hy., will preach at Macedonia at 3
o'clock the fourth Sunday evening in
May.
Elder G. W. Davis will preach at
New Bethlehem at 11 o'clock in the
morning of the third Sunday in this
month.
Mrs. N. D. White is quite sick.
Bert Ort and family, of Dawson
Springs vicinity, were the guests of
Mr. H. H. Ray and family Saturday
night and Sunday.
The war waged on the finny tribe
in this section is not equaled by the
Japs' attacks on the Ru3sian fleets.
W. J. Muiphy and others are arrang-
ing for another attack—and possibly
a seige—this week.
Mr. Henry Kennedy, of Hopkins-
vine, was here on business teriday.
The New Era gets better with each
Issue. Let its friends give it a wide
circulation. 
—WHITE MAN
All conversations
over the Automatic
Home phone are se-
cret. it
FISCAL COURT.
,From Thursday's Daily.)
Fiscal court met this morning In
called session to definitely arrange
for the building of a new jail. Bids
for the construction of the prison
will be acted upon tomorrow.
Ow 
Do you Know the ad-
vantages of the Auto-
matic. Call at office
of HopKinsville Home
Telephone and exam-ine for yourself. it
Buys Building.
Mr. W. T. Tandy purchased at
commissioner's sale the building on
Main street occupied by L. L. Elgin
as a drug store. The consideration
was $5,060.
 4111. —1111110.—_
Have you subscrib-
- ed for theHome phone
—it gives gulch ser-
vice it
For biliousness, headache, dyspepsia
take Dr.Thacher's Uvg abd Blood Syrup.
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WHY THE TOBACCO BILL
FAILED.
Growers Indignant That
Their Interests Have
Been Betrayed.
One hundred and twenty thousand
tobacco planters have been deprived
of their just and legal rights.- A Re-
publican senate has held up a bill
that was passed by the house with-
out dissent, removing the 6-cent tax
on tobacco, says the Clarksville Leaf
Chronicle. Chairman Aldrich, of the
senate finance committee, positively
refused to report the bill to the sen-
ate for action, although the modi-
fied bill was drawn up by Mr. Yer-
kes, the Republican internal revenue
commissioner. It now develops that
the action of Senator Aldrich was
Inspired. Tile Tobacco Trust
said to him: "That bill must not
pass the senate; it is inimical to our
Interests; it is up to you to concoct
some plausible excuse for holding it
up at this session." How eftectually
Aldrich has done this is now well
known to the co-
 ntry.
The incident furnishes a striking
example of the power which the
trusts have over the Republican par-
party. Of course, it is clearly the
Intention of the tobacco monopoly
that this bill shall never pass if it can
help it. The indications are very
flattering that they can find the way
if the people do not rise in their wrath
and hurl the Republicans from pow-
er. What does Aldrich and men of
his ilk care for the poor, struggling
tobacco growers? He stands like
stone wall between them and the re-
lief for which Democratic congress-
men labored so zealously. Isn't it
an outrage that this trust-bossed
senator should possess the power to
prevent the enactment of so righte-
ous a measure, giving the relief so
urgently needed by our struggling
tobacco growers? Aldrich is utterly
defiant in his attitude in this matter.
Here we have a died-in the-wool
Republican brazenly nullifying the
action or the lower house by block-
ing any action in the senate. It is
said that, but for the officious and
arbitrary action of Aldrich the sen-
ate would readily have ratified the
bill at the present session.
The most intense indignation is
felt by the tobacco growers that their
interests should have been thus base-
ly betrayed by the Republican party,
the mother of trusts. This colossal
injustice should receive the rebuke
that it so well merits at the hands of
the American people next Novem-
ber.
The Home phone is
automatic. it
WE ARE
Agents
For the Following
Well Known
IFtemedies:
International
Stock and Poultry
Powder,
Lice Killer,
Silver Pine Heal-
ing Oil,
Gall Cure,
Also Special At.. for
Magic Oil,
Japanese Oil,
Bliss Native Herbs
OVERBY &
DENTON.
Hord's Old Stand.
4.sul
TheFlorsheim
SHOE
A
GREAT
POINT
The Florsheim Low Cut
Shoes are made aver
a special last.
THEY FIT
AT THE
INSTEP
and
HUG
THE
HEEL
They are right every way
Sold by
FranKels
,^*•••••RowwwwwwwwwOloy
BUSY STORE
THEY ARE HERE.
MEN'S TAN MOM%
As well as high shoes in Bluches Styles.
The Po-tay tot- Shapes and Moderate Lasts.
Florsheim and
Nettleton Shoes
at $5_00.
John Meir
and Nelson's
at $3.50.
COME QUICK! They won't last long! i
AC
MOOT COURT.
Mr. A ubrey Tuggle, one of the most
popular young men of this city, has
been indicted for trial at the Moot 1
Court to be held on Friday the 13th
He has secured for his defense Judge
W. T. Fowler, one of the most aole
lawers of the local bar, and the bril-
liant speaker, Mr. Chas. Meacham.
The coui.sel for prosecution will be
Mr. John Feland, of wide-known
fame, and Mr. Thos. C Underwood,
editor -of the New Era.
The participation of these gentle-
men in the trial has aroused great in-
terest by reason of the sharp legal
rattle and contest of wits that will be
waged in this celebrated case.
d 1 t
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LOOSE SALES.
The loose tobacco market was again
strong this week, prices ruling about
the same as last week. About 200,000
pounds were sold, showing a conside-
rable increase in amount of offerings.
Sick headache results from a dis-
ordered stomach and is quickly cured
by Chamberlain's Stomach and Liv-
er Tablets. For sale by L. L. Elgin.
Worlds Fair Excursion Rates
Over the I. C.
On account of the LouisiaTirfrilie
chase Exposition, the Illinois Cen-
tral Railroad Company will sell
round trip tickets to St. Louis as fol-
lows:
From April 25th to November
16th, limited to Deo. 16...$12.2k
From April 26th., to Nov. 30th.,
limited to 60 days fromdate of sale. but not later 
-*than Dec. 16th $10.20 1From April 26th, to Nov. 30th,
limited to 10 days fromdate of sale $ 9.66All tickets will be limited to con-tinuous passage in both directions.
E. M. Sherwood, Agent.
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 Women's Waists
•
: and Shirts at
•
•• Interesting Prices!
•
• A New York manufacturer has shipped us a
lot of Shirt Waists comprising the very new-
est fabrics and styles at prices interstingly low
Those at 85c in White
Tucked back and front, neatly trimmed, are
going at a rapid rate. And those Sheer Silk
Waists, with charming newness and com-
fort, will appeal to swell dressers with frugal
minds.
Ot
.0 .0
Prices, $2.25 to $4.25.
Walking Skirts. :\
•If anything new comes out in Walking 
Skirts its shipped to us immediately. W
show a complete new line today at $5 and $6 •
in all shades; every one strictly tailor made. 3
• • • • • • • •
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